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ABSTRACT
Baltimore’s working-class row houses are synonymous with its late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth century expansion and growth, but in the modern era they are more
frequently interpreted as symptoms of urban decay and decline. Baltimore City has, over
many decades, addressed the issue of its vacant row houses through approaches that have
inherently aligned with historic preservation goals. Although Baltimore’s revitalization
programs are not explicitly meant to preserve the historic fabric of the communities they
target, they do seem to have succeeded in making it more likely that the vernacular urban
residential forms for which Baltimore is well known, and the communities in which they
are embedded, will endure. Upton Neighborhood in West Baltimore, a struggling area
with a deep history and long ties to the city’s African American community, is partially a
historic district on the eastern boundary that has been the subject of such revitalization
efforts. The paper explores three types of interventions: units owned by Housing
Authority of Baltimore City, Vacants to Value, and Project C.O.R.E. (Creating
Opportunities for Renewal and Enterprise) that began in 2016. All three programs have
been used in Upton to address the issues of disinvestment and building abandonment,
initially through demolition, but more recently through encouraged community
involvement. These programs applied a range of methods to revitalize vacant and
abandoned row houses, but they shared the common goal of re-occupying buildings
before they became too degraded to save or sites of unfavorable activity. By working to
attract new occupation, renter or owner, Baltimore City has strategically attempted to
prepare whole blocks to garner reinvestment, rather than focusing on a single property.

ii

Intended to eliminate “blight,” the programs have incidentally achieved the preservation
of the neighborhood’s historic architectural and social fabric saving the working- class
residential units. Surveying the residential row houses in the Upton neighborhood to
assess and record current conditions of the buildings and their architectural integrity,
occupied status, GIS mapping of demographic patterns and patterns of reinvestment
reveal that Baltimore’s programs have guided the architectural preservation of a
neighborhood whose history and whose residents have often been overlooked.
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INTRODUCTION
When outsiders think of Baltimore City they think of a great Inner Harbor, a
losing baseball team (it will turn around eventually), and a football team that outsiders
love to hate. However, when Baltimoreans think about their city, they combine these
highlights with increasing crime rates, declining quality of life issues, vacant buildings,
and how these issues must be resolved for Baltimore to reignite its economic and
population growth.
Baltimore, like many old American cities, has experienced population fluctuations
that have resulted in growth in some areas and decline in others. Some Baltimore
neighborhoods have experienced an increase in rent and population density due to the
desirable nature of the areas for their proximity to work, retail, and other activities that
boost the quality of life. At the same time, other neighborhoods that lack these benefits
have instead had to deal with population declines, and all of the repeated consequences,
from higher crime rates to declining reputations. The growth of certain jurisdictions is
important because it helps the city seem to be a place that is on the rise, but this
viewpoint is only a partially accurate representation of what is truly happening in the city.
The decline and disinvestment of other neighborhoods is, sadly, a prominent occurrence
in many of the historic working-class neighborhoods. The State of Maryland and
Baltimore City have created many plans to rectify these issues and make the city’s
struggling neighborhoods viable once again. One neighborhood that has experienced such
intervention is Upton.
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Historic preservationists are concerned that many of these plans solve the blight
issue, housing crisis and abandoned building problem by demolishing rundown and
vacant historic houses. This demolition-heavy solution emerged in the 1960s when city
leaders and organizers started thinking about how to solve the problem presented by
blighted blocks. Baltimore City defined what it meant by the term “blight” in a 1964
comprehensive document. 1 This definition argued that:

Blight is not static, Blight is an on-going process which leads to decomposition in
urban areas. The phenomenon of blight stems from dynamic conditions and
circumstances in contemporary cities… Although standard dictionary definitions
are too generalized for technical purposes, they provide observation that are
pertinent to…study

With this definition in mind, Baltimore officials started to focus on the warning
signs and contributing factors to the decline. The term, blight, was created even before
the Baltimore Riots of 1968, five years before the riot caused a mass migration out of
Downtown. 2 Out-migration left many more abandoned buildings, and with this the
blighted block problem increased in severity.
The increase in abandonment led to more vacant houses which led to more vacant
blocks and compounded societal ills. This trend forced the city and state to develop
various ways to combat these issues that would guide failing neighborhoods back into
viable and livable locations. Though there are many neighborhoods that are affected by
1

Langsdale Library: Special Collections Department, via Eric Holcomb, Director CHAP Baltimore City,
1964.
2
Langsdale Library: Special Collections Department, via Eric Holcomb, Director CHAP Baltimore City,
1964, 3.
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blight, for the purpose of this thesis, Upton Neighborhood in Central West Baltimore
serves as a case study. Upton has a long history that mirrors Baltimore’s: from its growth
as a neighborhood where working-class families could own their residences, to a
neighborhood that experienced both white and black flight, and to one that has struggled
with crime and drug issues. Upton contains some of the strongest examples of historic
row houses within its borders. The row house form in Upton consists of two-three bays
fronted to the street. The form is usually brick, which some became covered in Formstone
in the twentieth century, and are characterized by marble steps. 3 The buildings are
usually a row of ten connected units, augmenting the density of living situations in a tight
Inner City neighborhood. The abundance of row houses that persist in Upton has drawn
the attention of preservationists to the neighborhood.
Another reason that Upton is an important case study is that it has been the
recipient of many governmental interventions. The Housing Authority of Baltimore City
uses it for affordable housing. It is a location for the Vacants to Value Program (V2V)
which includes the newer V2V Community Development Cluster program (V2V CDC).
Lastly, it has been a part of Project C.O.R.E. (Creating Opportunities for Renewal and
Enterprise). All of these programs were intended to restore population density and reduce
the number of vacant houses. These programs also have the side effect of retaining the
historic fabric of row houses for which Baltimore City is known. However, the programs
do not explicitly use preservation as a tool to understand or evaluate how to improve the
3

A small street called Shield’s Place has alley houses. These are very similar to row houses, except that the
houses are placed on a street less than thirty-five feet wide with the façade being approximately twelve-feet
wide (two to three bays) and twenty to thirty feet deep. This definition comes from “Baltimore Alley House
Study: Phase 1,” Joint community Planning and Historic Preservation Studio, UMD (Fall 2017).
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neighborhood. By surveying the residential structures and analyzing their facades for
their existing conditions, integrity, and occupation, the neighborhood may demonstrate
that these programs and policies also support preservation goals. This retention of
architectural stability keeps the community unified to its past, its present, and, eventually,
its future. This slowly enables a community identity to grow without losing its historic
edifices.
This thesis explores why the preservation of Baltimore’s row houses is a concern
shared by both Baltimoreans and activists in other cities. By looking at the growth of the
architectural, cultural, and historical significance, of row houses, and making
comparisons to a city like Washington, DC, it will become clear that Baltimore should
work to save the architectural form for which it is so well-known. The row house form
aids in the understanding of owner-occupied resident spaces which early blue-collar
citizens in other cities struggled to acquire but for people in Baltimore City could
purchase easily. 4 Thus, by first looking at the growth of this type of building and how it
helped solve the need for affordable, single-family houses, the successful role of this
form becomes clear for the city.
All of Baltimore’s policies and programs were significant efforts to eliminate
vacant buildings and their impacts on the historic fabric in a neighborhood. Affordable
housing plans to re-use current buildings can impact the buildings, especially when
mandated changes occur such as Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance or
other safety features. Even with alterations such as these, when weighed against the fact
4

Mary Ellen Hayward, Baltimores Alley houses: Homes for Working People since the 1780s, (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008).
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that a historic residence is getting new-life and new occupancy, may be counted as a
preservation win. One of the goals of the Vacants to Value program is to repair the image
of Baltimore’s many vacant houses by “cleaning up and redeveloping these properties.”
This in turn “can help raise property values, create community amenities, increase local
tax revenue, and attract new residents and businesses.” 5 In addition, V2V CDC has
developed a way to deal with a large number of vacant houses by implementing
“Community Development Clusters,” which enables multiple properties to be sold and
rehabilitated, so that new owners who fix-up their property are not forced to live next to
an abandoned building that depreciates their building’s value and their chance for
success. 6 This new approach is applicable to this study because it can be seen in Marble
Hill, the historic district in Upton. Project C.O.R.E. came into existence in 2016. It is a
partnership of the State of Maryland and the City of Baltimore and aims to create “safer,
healthier and more attractive spaces for families to live and put down roots.” 7 This
initiative, which is divided into four separate phases, started as a way to find dilapidated
and abandoned buildings and provide the funding to demolish the properties to create
new green space or construction space. Slowly, more community involvement took place,
and the last two phases transitioned from demolition-heavy outcomes to encouraging
people in the community to apply for grants to update and rehabilitate those spaces. This
transition demonstrates that there is a community desire to see parts of neighborhoods
rehabilitated and re-occupied, but not at the cost of losing historic fabric or at the cost of
5

Vacants 2 Value - About, accessed January 11, 2019, http://www.vacantstovalue.org/About.aspx.
Vacants 2 Value - Explore, accessed January 11, 2019, http://www.vacantstovalue.org/About.aspx.
7
"About Project C.O.R.E.," Foreclosure Prevention - MD HOPE, accessed October 07, 2018,
https://dhcd.maryland.gov/ProjectCORE/Pages/About.aspx.
6
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not being able to recognize the neighborhood for what it was once. All of these policies
will be explored more in Chapter Two.
Upton neighborhood is the focus of this study because it has been the object of all
of these interventions. The connections Upton’s row houses provide to its past should not
be lost, but saved and preserved in the hope that more people will refer to Upton as
“home”. In addition, the eastern portion of Upton is a designated national and local
Historic District. 8 The Marble Hill Historic District, recognized by the Commission for
Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP) of Baltimore City in 1991, provides a
glimpse into how parts of a neighborhood benefit when preservation is at the forefront of
intervention. More background and detailed information about Upton and how it has
changed throughout the years will be the focus of Chapter Three.
A survey was used to explore how the programs and policies implemented by
Maryland and Baltimore government to eradicate blight and vacant buildings support
preservation goals. The on-the-ground façade survey looked for existing condition,
integrity, and occupation. 349 row houses were surveyed. The focus of the survey was to
examine the row houses in the Upton Neighborhood along the main North/South streets.
The term “row houses” is used as opposed to “town houses”, terms that many
scholars, including Bernard Herman, use interchangeably. Town houses most often
describe dwellings for residents, among them merchants. 9 The use of the term row houses
enables easier comparison to other cities and neighborhoods. These studied buildings
8

“Upton’s Marble Hill Expansion Presentation”, Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation
(CHAP),November 17, 1989, Upton File at CHAP.
9
Bernard L. Herman, Town House Architecture and Material Life in the Early American City, 1780-1830
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012).
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were not the residences of wealthy residents, or middle-class Baltimoreans. Rather, as
Kim Williams observed in D.C., “the residents were largely, though not entirely African
American, and certainly were among the city’s poorest.” 10
This thesis analyzed data consolidated in GIS mapping. Photographs documented
the buildings as they stood in November and December 2018. Conditions were ranked as:
Excellent 1, Good 2, Fair 3, Deteriorated 4, or Ruins 5. Integrity was given a color: Green
for High, Yellow for Moderate, and Red for low or no integrity. Occupation noted as: yes
or no (which was then double-checked via Baltimore City’s vacant building website).
Using the Survey123 application, the data was sorted to be placed in ArcGIS maps to
identify patterns across the neighborhood streets. GIS layers identified the properties with
the government interventions. The overlapping of project areas guided determinations of
correlations between the interventions and the preservation of surveyed buildings. GIS
maps and analysis are presented in Chapter Five.
Chapter Six summarizes all of the findings, offers conclusions and
recommendations. It examines if the policies do indeed align with preservation ideas, and
if so, how they do it successfully. It identifies if the policies are being implemented in a
strategic way in order to promote preservation. It takes a deeper look at how demolition is
used in Upton, and if the demolition is causing too much of a disruption to the
architectural fabric and identity within Upton, or if it is proven to be a necessary evil for
the overall health of the blocks. Lastly, this chapter identifies which programs and parts
of programs are most useful to preservation aims and how they could be implemented as
10

Kim Prothro Williams, "The Surviving Cultural Landscape of Washington's Alleys." Washington
History 27, no. 2 (2015): http://www.jstor.org/stable/43588158, 41.
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a preservation policy approach to end blight and abandonment of historic buildings. This
should be done through the habitation and rehabilitation of existing historic fabric row
houses in Baltimore City. In addition, the final chapter examines new actions in
Baltimore City and they can work with the interventions studied, and how the studied
interventions may support the new framework presented by the city. These
recommendations may provide guidance for the new Neighborhood Investment
Framework that was announced on February 26, 2019, by giving preservation a stronger
role in the future battle to eliminate the vacancy of Baltimore row houses. 11

11

This new framework is a neighborhood revitalization and reinvestment tool that the Department of
Housing and Community Development announced on February 26, 2019. It seeks to work with
communities to make their standing neighborhoods more prosperous and strong, and this may be the spot
that a preservation perspective finds its way to the forefront of a Baltimore City initiative. A New Era of
Neighborhood Investment: A Framework for Community Development," Department of Housing and
Community Development, February 26, 2019, accessed March 4, 2019,
https://dhcd.baltimorecity.gov/sites/default/files/DHCD Community DevelopmentFramework.pdf.
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CHAPTER ONE
MORE THAN JUST A “MONUMENTAL CITY”

Architectural Types
As Baltimore grew as a port city, distinctive building types lined its streets. Like
many cities that grew at the same time, Baltimore is best known for its commonplace or
vernacular architecture. Although the row house type is said to have spread first from
England to Philadelphia. The form quickly spread to Baltimore. This is an unsurprising
incidence of copying by the two cities. 12 Like Philadelphia, Baltimore embraced the row
house type as a solution to provide housing close to work sites. 13 Inexpensive housing for
maritime and industrial workers. Downtown Baltimore filled with neighborhoods for
workers to own their own houses. 14 The solution that best fit the need for working-class
housing was the row house. Instead of individual structures, Baltimore built connected
single-family residences. Baltimore banned apartments and tenements on streets less than
forty feet wide in 1909, making it very hard to build this multi-family housing
afterward. 15 The row houses share internal party walls and are usually grouped ten per
block.
In Baltimore, there is a key difference between row house and the town house
form. Both forms can be found all over the United States, especially in densely populated

12

Robert L. Alexander, "Baltimore Row Houses of the Early Nineteenth Century" American Studies 16,
no. 2 (1975): 68.
13
Kenneth Ames, "Robert Mills and the Philadelphia Row House," Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians 27, no. 2 (1968): doi:10.2307/988472, 140.
14
Kenneth Ames, "Robert Mills and the Philadelphia Row House," 141.
15
Mary Ellen Hayward, "Urban Vernacular Architecture in Nineteenth-Century Baltimore." Winterthur
Portfolio 16, no. 1 (1981): 33-63.
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urban areas. Bernard Herman defines the townhouse type in his book Town House:
Architecture and Material Life in the Early American City, 1780-1830. Herman makes a
clear argument of the importance of this form as “markers of social identity.” 16 This
underscores that the buildings do not solely perform the function of protection from the
outside, but also serves as a way for people and groups of people to identify themselves
in the larger scheme of an urban city. Herman, although focusing mainly on Fells Point (a
historic district in East Baltimore), compares this architectural form more easily to places
like Boston, Philadelphia, and other cities. 17 He makes sure to illustrate that the town
houses in Baltimore were for the wealthy whilst other terms were used for working-class
architecture.
The row house averages two-to-three bays wide, unlike some large town houses
that could be as big as thirty-seven feet long and eighty-five feet deep, as was the case
with wealthy merchant Robert Gilmore’s townhouse. 18 Thus, it is understandable how
townhouses have piqued interest in Baltimore whilst row houses are not as sought after.
The row house form is seen all over Downtown Baltimore, from the first established
neighborhoods near the water to later neighborhoods that sprouted as the city spread to
the east and west. The majority of these houses are brick, especially after 1799 in order to
prevent the ease of fire spreading from one unit to the next. 19 The successful use of brick
was augmented by the fact that there are ample sources of good clay that can be found in

16

Bernard L. Herman, Town House, 4.
Herman, Town House, 108.
18
Hayward and Shriver, The Architecture of Baltimore: An Illustrated History, 49.
19
Hayward and Shivers, 46.
17
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Southwest Baltimore and other places nearby which made it relatively affordable, even
for lower-income property owners.
Some of the most interesting architecture of Baltimore occurred because of the
focus on home ownership. 20 Ownership was aided by the fact that wealthy individuals
could build a house for themselves and then purchase land across the street or nearby that
they developed for row houses. 21 Smaller residential row houses mimicked the
architectural details and style of the large house nearby. This could mean brick laid in
Flemish bond; or terracotta ornamental features. 22 The idea that the row houses mimicked
artisanal elements reflects how important the row houses were not only to the patrons
who invested in them but to the people who would purchase them and become their
caretakers.
In addition, wealthy investors who paid for blocks of row houses enabled the
growth of a new profession of developers to prosper in Baltimore. Developers understood
how to make housing affordable especially by paying close attention to the fact that
Baltimore was one city that still used ground rent. This meant that the developers owned
the ground the houses were on, but “gave people of moderate means the chance to
become homeowners.” 23 This one law made ownership of property more popular in
Baltimore whereas renting was more popular in other cities. This is unique and helps

20

As Mary Ellen Hayward examined the architecture of Baltimore, she states that Baltimore quickly
became known as the “City of Homes” (yet another nickname created for Baltimore based on its
architecture) because it had some of the highest rates of home ownership in America by the beginning of
the twentieth century.
21
Hayward and Shriver, The Architecture of Baltimore: An Illustrated History, 208.
22
Hayward and Shriver, The Architecture of Baltimore: An Illustrated History, 208-209.
23
Mary Ellen, Hayward, Charles Belfoure, and James Marston Fitch, The Baltimore Rowhouse (New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 2001), 140.
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explain the strength and detail of the working class row houses. In addition, connecting
row houses on a parcel of land enabled the rent of the ground to be increased because it
was a larger subdivision than an isolated structure. 24 These developers would procure
property and understood that the most effective and fiscally responsible buildings to
create were affordable houses for the lower to middle-class population. Examples of early
developers were Frank Novak who built homes for “Many of his customers were firstand second- generation Czechs and Poles, who he reached in the city’s foreign language
newspapers as well as the Baltimore Sun and American,” and Ephraim Macht who started
to build homes in West Baltimore until he moved his company’s focus area to northeast
Baltimore. 25 This decision was “market-driven”. According to architectural historian
Mary Ellen Hayward, it reaped satisfactory profits for developers while still providing
laboring people, many of whom were recent immigrants, with decent living conditions
and a chance to improve their situation.” 26 Ownership of a house helped people create
independence. Developers also understood that creating generic housing without any
ornamental elements would mean that their buildings might not be as profitable as others
who were trying to make the working-class housing be as appealing as a more ornate
building. Thus, “shrewd developers who wanted to create marketable housing types for
middle to lower income buyers would obviously include stylistic elements that would
remind the potential customer of what they had seen in the city’s more affluent

24

Robert L Alexander, "Baltimore Row Houses of the Early Nineteenth Century" American Studies 16, no.
2 (1975): 65-76. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40641142, 68
25
Hayward and Belfoure, 140.
26
Hayward, Baltimore’s Alley Houses, 9.
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neighborhoods.” 27 The creation of this field generated new ways for people to interact in
the housing world. It enabled builders to find ways to make a profit from building
housing for groups that might otherwise be ignored, or barred, from homeownership.
The ornamentation of row houses in Baltimore distinguishes them from row
houses in other cities. New inventions kept the price down for investors and developers.
For example, the majority of the houses are made of a newer, more inexpensive type of
brick that became the prominent material. The increased use of “iron-spot” brick explains
the remarkable durability of brick throughout Baltimore City’s neighborhoods. Iron-spot
brick is “highly-fired and therefore extremely durable, [it] featured a surface speckled
with iron dots darker than the prevailing orange color of the clay, and about 1890 it
became immensely popular with the house-buying public because it did not need to be
painted.” 28 Along with the change in material to the cheaper and more long-lasting brick
(less expensive for the owner too), Baltimore’s row houses are also known for their
marble steps. 29 The marble came from nearby quarries, just outside of Baltimore in
Cockeysville, so the transportation was not expensive “In the early 1900s developers
began offering what they called marble house, whose flat-fronted Renaissance façade
design use white Beaver Damn marble to accent the basement level, window lintels and
sills, and of course, to create Baltimore signature white marble steps.” 30 These marble
details expressed the pride that homeowners had in their homes. They not only owned
their houses, but they could be known for having a very clean, “recurrent white marble
27
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steps, all once so immaculately scrubbed- is even more peculiarly Baltimorean,” front
stoop. 31 These marble stoops aided in socialization throughout the community furthering
the neighborliness that this housing promotes.
Since most of the row houses were built during and after the Industrial
Revolution, a lot of the ornamentation of the houses falls into stylistic categories of
Italianate or Queen Anne’s style because these were the styles popular at the time of
construction. The larger houses built along the waterfront and for the wealthy are
considered to be Georgian, but the majority of Baltimore architecture is impressive
because of “the way [the] rows bind themselves together- white cornices at the top”. The
details in one row house are usually carried through the rest of the row houses on that
block with the corner units being the most ornate, acting as bookends in the most artistic
neighborhoods. Another influence that shines through from larger houses is Greek
Revival influenced decorative elements. That architectural style was mostly ignored in
the row house form of Baltimore, except for in small details in a belt course or the
woodwork of a cornice. The Italianate style is most characteristically found in the
bracketed cornices on the row houses and “the marble trim as well as stained-glass
window transoms, aimed to remind… of the opulence of the 3-story Italianate town
houses.” 32 When the Queen Anne style arrived in Baltimore, around 1876, it was widely
adopted for residential structures as opposed to high-style buildings for the rest of the
city. 33 The Queen Anne style can be seen through designs of geometric bay windows and
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other such decorative elements. In addition, the windows for these row houses could
range from six over six, four over for, or two over two demonstrating the choices
developers and owners could make. 34 The buildings also work with the topography of the
Baltimore because the houses have step downs of raised parapets if the street has a
sloping elevation. This focus on style and decorative elements that is carried throughout
“literally miles, of row houses, more or less by block” shows that although they are built
for the workers of the city, the details and ornamentation should not be overlooked. 35
Importance
This chapter discussed in the context of houses for the working class. This
vernacular type, however, is important to Baltimore City as a whole. As the city
expanded and technological innovations like the rail line and eventually electric rail car
made it possible for people to move from the city, row houses remained in the city’s
older neighborhoods. 36 These buildings, although they were the majority of the
architecture in Baltimore, demonstrate how important a row house can be in the lives of
early workers and immigrants. They are physical reminders of how people in Baltimore
had the opportunity to own and be proud of their houses unlike in other cities where
inhabitants were forced into tenement housing or rental situations.
The prominence of the row houses in Baltimore even today are examples of how
the city grew from water’s edge town houses, to an industrial and port powerhouse
necessary to compete as a viable city along the east coast. Without the growth and
34
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investment of row houses, the city might not have been able to create an architectural
type that enabled so many lower-class people to become homeowners. The vernacular
type, “characteristic and almost dateless residential types, frequently repeated over long
periods of time, provide the neutral backdrop against which more highly individualized
monuments stand out as works of art.” In addition, the repetitive nature and the
connectedness that defines the row house type helped to guide how city blocks were
planned and organized, making it possible for communities to grow not only around these
buildings, but to understand how the buildings can be used and adapted for future uses.
The importance that this vernacular form plays in Baltimore can be seen
throughout just how many blocks of these row houses still exist, and how the type is
copied in modern infill along city streets in neighborhoods within the city. However, the
fact that in Baltimore many of the row houses lay vacant is a call to action for Baltimore
and Maryland citizens to come together to realize that “the architectural integrity of our
cities does not depend on the preservation and maintenance of a few certified
‘masterpieces’. The retention of the “general visual texture” of the city is equally
important.” 37 Without this historic fabric, Baltimore would be a less distinct old city
filled with skyscrapers and modern buildings, losing it roots as an industrial city with
housing for lower and working class people.
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CHAPTER TWO
SAVING THE “CITY OF HOMES”
As Baltimore’s population began to decline after the turn of the twentieth century,
city government officials addressed the problem of disinvestment and vacancy in the
building stock in order to make the city an ideal place to live again. They hoped this
would in turn positively increase the city population. Baltimore no longer experienced
population growth even though companies and businesses arrived in the city and
remained. It meant more people were not living where they work, were owning homes
outside of the city, and were slowly turning into long distance commuters. Noticeable
population decline became even more apparent in inner-city neighborhoods where small
row houses were abandoned as the former residents found more spacious, greener, and
perceived-to-be healthier environments in which to live. Other east coast cities faced
similar issues to this as this became part of a national trend for industrial era cities, such
as Boston, Philadelphia, and New York. To combat this challenge, Baltimore, like the
other cities mentioned, began taking part in efforts in the 1950s to attract new residents.
Growing the city population, officials argued, would decrease the vacant buildings that
were left behind and reduce blight.
In order to establish the reasons Baltimore government wanted to tackle the issues
of abandonment, blight, and vacancy, it is first necessary to understand and define the
terminology as they should be considered for this thesis. The first, most general, and most
common term is that of “blight.” The term has been defined in many scholarly areas and
by many people, thus, the definition employed in this work draws from definitions found
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in various types of literature. One very encompassing and important definition is, “blight
area is an area, usually in a city, that is in transition from a state of relative civic health to
the state of being a slum, a breeding ground for crime, disease, and unhealthful living.” 38
The definition can be augmented by concluding that blight will slowly make areas
unusable and unlivable, and it can easily spread to other areas if left untreated. 39 This
addition can be seen through the early documents of Baltimore Urban Renewal Policy
and its plan to attack blight so that it cannot spread farther throughout the city. Urban
Renewal started in the mid-twentieth century as a means to accomplish “slum
clearance”. 40 Although its creators and champions said it was doing good deeds for
society, the approach actually caused much more upheaval, destruction, and displacement
in major cities, especially amongst minority groups.
Blight should not be considered in a vacuum; it needs to be understood for the
components that contribute to the blight. One contributing factor for blight is the idea of
vacancy. This term is tricky because it needs to be defined in the related terms of owneroccupation and renter-occupation. If a home is abandoned by a homeowner, as is the case
with many row houses due to the high-rates of residential ownership, the building
becomes completely vacant. If the building becomes void of anyone coming or going,
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legally, and thus, home ownership and residing is the best way to reduce vacancy. 41 If it
is a renter occupation, the building is lived in but usually is seen as an investment or a
place for monetary gain. So, while it starts out in good condition, slowly differed
maintenance problems may occur, and then this will eventually lead to it being hard to rerent causing abandonment by renters and the owners. Vacant land and vacant buildings,
many times, go hand in hand, but this thesis is focusing mainly on vacant buildings. In
addition, when more and more buildings become vacant in an area, it “affects collective
efficacy and social capital which in turn have a strong effect on reducing crime.” 42 This is
important to pay attention to because this helps depict how vacancy eventually can
increase blight. There is also research out of Philadelphia that demonstrates that vacant
properties can reduce property values on a block nearly 20%, which is a startling statistic
when one considers that often the row house blocks in Baltimore City usually have more
than one vacant building in a row of, on average, ten connected units. 43 The effects of
vacancy on properties around it and the overall neighborhood it is within stems largely
from the fact that the dwellings have been abandoned.
The final term is “abandoned structures.” First, clearly for this thesis structures
refers to buildings, specifically row houses as defined in Chapter One, not large
infrastructure like roadways or other such “structures.” Although vacant land is another
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topic by itself, landscape architect Amina Mohamed identifies four characteristics that
can be associated with or cause vacant land that should be applied to vacant buildings.
She says “these characteristics concern ownership, temporality, activity, and condition.
These characteristics should be considered as a gradient of occurrences rather than a
single definition. In addition, these characteristics tend to impact and respond to other
conditions, making it difficult to isolate any singular characteristic independently of
others.” 44 Another clarification that many people have stated, and that Mohamed has
defined, is that buildings are not abandoned randomly, rather it is a decision by the
residents to leave them behind. In Baltimore City, there are many reasons this happened,
including white flight or issues stemming from an influx of violence into an area. 45 Thus,
although the buildings currently lay vacant and look as if they are the cause of problems,
the abandoned building is a symptom more than a cause. Abandonment stems from
emigration from the city and ease of being able to commute into the city. This enables the
vacant row houses to perpetuate a cycle of blight that continues to expand.
Urban renewal began as a way to address societal issues and induce a city, or
larger civic area, to become able to perform and contribute to the modern era. Urban
renewal occurred through many activities but “One of the chief activities of urban
renewal is redevelopment, which is achieved through the clearance and the rebuilding of
structures that are deteriorated or obsolete in themselves or are laid out in an
44
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unsatisfactory way.” 46 Urban renewal also incorporates reuse of land or buildings that are
no longer working as well as they were designed to, but Baltimore focused on the
redevelopment part. The government in the 1950s onward concluded that one way to deal
with homelessness and other issues would be to tear down miles of row houses and build
larger buildings that could house more people in their location. This decision caused the
removal of much of the historic fabric for which Baltimore was well-known and added to
more issues by creating projects and sky rises that did little to address the issues of
population decline. These buildings forced people into one location, but did not really
solve the issue of homelessness or blight still occurring in the city,
The idea that the vacancy-abatement programs should stop demolition and try and
keep semi-functioning neighborhoods intact slowly made its way into programs for the
city. One example is the “Dollar House Program,” which began in 1973 and was meant to
guide people to “become an urban pioneer by purchasing this deteriorating building for
one dollar and then renovating into your home with the assistance of low-interest
government loans.” 47 This program, focused mainly in three areas of downtown
Baltimore, was a test to see how revitalization efforts would work and at the same time
cultivate the population increase of Baltimore City by giving people a relatively cheap
house in which to live. This program enabled people to move into neighborhoods that had
strong historic fabric and residential architecture. The Dollar House Program intervened
in the Otterbein neighborhood and the program guided investment. The results have been
46
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very promising as that neighborhood has continued to grow and see property values
increase as vacant buildings decreased in the years since the program began. 48
Meanwhile, previous programs and urban revitalization plans were meant to attract
people to the city with large infrastructure projects and greening plans.
Two large-scale projects that sought to entice companies to come to the city, and
to encourage families to make downtown home, were the Charles Center Complex
Project and the creation and opening of the Inner Harbor. The Charles Center Complex
began in 1955 and was used as a way to grow the city from the center out using public
and private partnerships to get people to move back to the city. 49 However great this
project was for the center of the city, a lot of the funding still went to projects that aided
in people’s ability to reside outside of downtown. This was accomplished by putting
tunnels under the harbor, and expanding the light rail system that went through the city.
One of the biggest losses, was that “more federal money went into housing under the
rubric of urban renewal. Some funds built high-rise, subsidized apartments, structures
later derided and replaced; some money-not enough- went into recycling old housing
stock.” 50 Although partnerships and city officials were trying to revitalize the downtown,
there were still missteps occurring that inevitably caused losses to Baltimore’s lessintegral working-class historic neighborhoods. The Inner Harbor project also aided in
attempting to tie its port city past with modern, walkable space right next to the urban
48
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center of Charles Center. The project added more popular attractions to bring monetary
support to the city, through the establishment of the National Aquarium, and large office
space such as the World Trade Center that also acts a tourist destination to see all of the
Inner Harbor.
Baltimore sought a way to preserve its strong historic city characterized by
historic buildings that was being altered by the new high-rise buildings. Urban renewal
guided the creation of government positions in the city. In 1964, the Commission for
Historic and Architectural Preservation (CHAP) was established. The creation of this
commission within the Department of Planning was important for many reasons, but one
important one is that it “helps preserve and revitalize neighborhoods, celebrates City
history, and promotes historic preservation as a proven economic driver for Baltimore
City.” 51 CHAP was first charged with finding, documenting, and saving historic
architectural “treasures” within the city. 52 However, it has broadened its goals to include
“reclaiming broken neighborhoods; preventing demolition by neglect; and integrating our
City’s past into its future.” 53 The growth of CHAP and its expanded roles and goals in
city planning is a clear commitment to preserving all of the city’s historic fabric is
important and garnering an ever-growing presence in Baltimore City.
The creation of CHAP provided some preservation perspectives on plans and
programs, especially in neighborhoods that had not been included previously. CHAP
became the place where communities could apply for Historic District nominations
51
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throughout the city. Historic districts are usually thought of as great additions to
neighborhoods for prestige, preservation, and property values. 54 However, they can also
be seen as a hindrance to a community, especially when the neighborhood is of a lowerincome level and cannot keep up with the guidelines set forth. This is explored in a thesis
about Oldtown, a neighborhood in Baltimore, where the historic district was meant to
serve as a catalyst for revitalization, but instead caused issues amongst the residents and
newcomers to the neighborhood. 55 Thus, although historic districts are meant to bring
about positive change they cannot be the sole urban policy that is meant to fix a
struggling neighborhood. 56 Rather, historic districts can work to demonstrate the
significance of a neighborhood and enable the community within to come together to
work to find other interventions that could aid the neighborhood. This is where CHAP’s
website and willingness to aid in the process is important. They do not want to force
something on a community but wants to work with the community and nominators to
prevent issues down the road, unlike previous urban renewal plans.
Thus, past urban renewal policies that were detrimental to many historic row
houses paved the way for projects like the Dollar Vacant Program. This program
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continues to be praised for getting new residents into vacant houses before the vacancy
could degrade a block into blight. 57 CHAP also encouraged this plan because they helped
choose the architecturally pleasing neighborhoods in which the program was tested.
Moving on from these previous programs, it is possible to examine current
programs set forth by various government organizations to determine their effect on the
preservation of the ever-important working-class row houses in Baltimore City. The rest
of this chapter provides background on the Housing Authority for Baltimore City’s plans
to deal with older and abandoned properties, Vacants to Value and the many
subcategories under this program, and finally Project C.O.R.E. (Creating Opportunities
for Revitalization and Enterprise) and its board plans to improve the housing stock and
remove blight from Baltimore City. The Upton neighborhood is the selected case study
for this thesis and being able to understand these programs and then see how they are
located in Upton provides the analysis.
The Housing Authority for Baltimore City (HABC) was formed in 1937 based on
legislation passed by the Baltimore City Council. 58 HABC owns the multi-resident highrises, as well as lower income properties for people to rent spaces in, and owns newer
properties on land that had historic properties cleared. To foster that occupation, people
to partake in a voucher program where rent can be subsidized up to a certain amount
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based on income needs. 59 The HABC was created “to provide federally-funded public
housing programs and related services for Baltimore’s low-income residents. HABC
serves over 27,000 households through public housing, Housing Choice Voucher
Program, HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration Program, and other rental assistance
programs.” 60 HABC currently has many building options for affordable housing: Family
Developments (meant for families with young children, units range from one to five
bedrooms), Mixed Population Developments (designed for near-elderly people, elderly
people, or people with disabilities and are one-bedroom units), HOPE VI Developments
(mixed-income developments), Senior Only Buildings (head of household must be 62
years or older, only two of these buildings currently exist), and Other Housing
Opportunities (HABC units located in privately managed developments). 61 The
affordable housing organization offers multiple ways for people to live in supplemented
living situations. Although HABC has many programs, including creating the sky rise
projects that were used for affordable housing during urban renewal, it also has many
programs in Baltimore that are currently functioning.
HABC prompted the construction of many public housing units. The 1950s saw a
large amount, around 9,000 units, but even so the need for livable units was still a great
59
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necessity for the city. By 1956, during the push for urban renewal, the original high rise
projects of Lafayette and Flag House were already built. 62 This switch to large-scale
housing properties enabled the demolition of row houses which at the time seemed more
opportune because more families could dwell within these large-scale mixed-residential
type developments. However, this type of housing can actually cause more negative
effects for a neighborhood, especially if single-family homes are located in the vicinity.
The towers can be seen as central locations for societal problems, and thus, people in
their own houses nearby try to distance themselves from these structures. In order to
combat this problem, the HABC has tackled more opportunities to try and reduce the
number of high-density buildings, for lower-density, but still affordable locations. For
example, places like Sojourner Place at Argyle is, “a two-story 12-unit apartment
building for formerly homeless single individuals.” 63 Although this development is still
relatively large-scale in relation to the row houses that surround it, it is less destructive
and obstructive than other large-scale projects that have been undertaken by HABC.
In addition, HABC participates in the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC).
The LIHTC, “program does not provide housing subsidies. Instead, the program provides
tax incentives, written into the Internal Revenue Code, to encourage developers to create
affordable housing.” This is important to note because it does not mean that the housing
is automatically affordable, but can become more affordable through other programs that
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are run through the HABC. 64 With this credit, the city is able to build and retain
structures that correspond with the housing needs of the city, but also maintain the
historicity of specific locations. There are also properties owned by HABC outright. This
means, that there are no other developers coming in, but that HABC owns the row houses
and uses them as part of other housing, or scattered sites, that are located throughout
Baltimore City. These buildings are identifiable through the use of Baltimore City’s
Codemap, which makes them more easily seen in comparison to other properties in the
city. 65
HABC’s significance for preservation stems from the guidelines it has for
property maintenance. 66 Analyzing the enforcement of the HABC maintenance
requirements may help to understand why certain buildings are in better condition or
integrity than others on a given block. This means if a property is HABC-owned it should
be in better condition than a vacant one. Or if a property is next to an HABC-owned
property it may be in better condition and have greater integrity because HABC is
invested in the connected units. It is this idea that HABC owned properties are meant to
be kept at a high standard that will help guide the analysis in Chapter Five, and enable an
understanding of how HABC interventions affect the historic fabric and conditions in
neighborhoods.
The next program to be examined is the Vacants to Value Program (V2V). V2V
launched in 2010 in Baltimore City as a way to reduce the number of vacant buildings
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and lots in Baltimore City. The program is run by the Baltimore City Department of
Housing and Community Development (DHCD) led by Michael Braverman. The website
states that “while Baltimore's vacant and abandoned building stock is often viewed as a
problem, it is also an opportunity. Cleaning up and redeveloping these properties can help
raise property values, create community amenities, increase local tax revenue, and attract
new residents and businesses.” 67 The program focuses on how neighborhoods can be
improved for the future, without losing sight of the past which is a key part of the
program, and any program, that wants to succeed in a historic city, “In building and
rebuilding towns and cities, we should respect the historical patterns, precedents, and
boundaries that made earlier settlements flourish.” 68 The program is also a critical
intervention to examine because it is based on the idea that homeownership is an
important part of Baltimore history. This is because the program has various incentives to
get people to live near where they work, and encourages people to shop downtown. It
also assists people who are donating properties so that those individuals who do not want
or cannot afford so that the properties do not become unkempt and vacant which
encourages the blighted conditions of a neighborhood. 69
V2V is a multi-faceted vacancy-lessening program that has many parts. There is
Streamlined Code Enforcement Neighborhoods (SCENs), Community Development
Clusters (CDCs), and the program that deals with vacant lots and buildings. The SCENs
exist “In areas where scattered vacant and boarded properties are making relatively strong
67
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neighborhoods vulnerable, we're using a Streamlined Code Enforcement strategy to get
them fixed up and occupied more quickly,” which is a way to target areas with strong
housing markets. The CDCs exist, “In high-vacancy areas where whole-block strategies
are needed to make revitalization successful, we've identified a set of Community
Development Clusters. We're partnering with developers and using legal strategies in
these areas to get blocks of properties fixed, sold, or auctioned to new owners,” thus
making it easier for developers to feel confident that their investments will not suffer
because of the rest of the vacants on a given block. 70 Another offering is the 528 Booster
Program, which is mostly in areas that are located near main work areas so that people
look to making permanent residences downtown.
The CDCs is a signature strategy of V2V, and is unique because it targets the
vacant property for reuse as an area that, while severely distressed today, is located near
stronger areas. 71 The close proximity represents potentially significant market
opportunities for not only the property owner, but the entire area. 72 This part of V2V also
creates a pipeline of properties for developers and others to pick out and rehabilitate for
future use. Another unique aspect is that this portion of V2V does not only have V2V
employees working to decide which areas should be deemed a Development Cluster, but
also works with private partnerships, including development groups, to select project
areas. This demonstrates the strong faith that the public entity of DHCD has in finding
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cooperative private partners to begin re-occupying the vacant row houses. 73 As the
Center for Community Progress wrote in a report evaluating the successes of V2V in
March 2017, V2V is successful, especially in areas with an existing strong community
and areas with a strong housing market. 74 They propose it will be interesting to see how
the idea of CDCs can expand out of the specific areas they are bounded by, and
determine if it is possible for this growth and these partnerships to expand in the rest of a
struggling neighborhood.
The V2V program website has many creative links and ways to demonstrate the
successes and future plans for it. The website includes a map that provides the locations
of all of the vacant properties and vacant lots that fall under the program’s purview. This
simple step makes it very useful for people to see how their potential purchase and
investment could facilitate further growth and purchases on a specific block, or in a
specific area. This map, as with the Codemap, helps to visualize how much vacancy is
actually occurring in a given area and can help guide the analysis that will come based on
the survey work completed.
The last intervention that provides insight into how Baltimore City currently deals
with blight and the vacant building dilemma is Project C.O.R.E. (Creating Opportunities
for Renewal and Enterprise). Project C.O.R.E., announced in 2016 as a partnership
between the State of Maryland and Baltimore City, is a four-year plan to, “demolish
thousands of vacant buildings to serve as the catalyst for redevelopment, reinvestment,
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and stabilization in Baltimore.” 75 The program involves the Maryland Department of
Housing and Community Development, The Maryland Stadium Authority (the
organization that is in charge of all demolitions in Baltimore City and acts as the project
manager), and the Baltimore City Department of Housing and Community Development
(also behind V2V). The state government, led by Governor Larry Hogan, has invested
$75 million, and Baltimore City government, led by Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake,
has contributed $18.5 million to, “demolish as many blighted properties as possible over
four years, focusing on half- and whole-blocks of blight in order to maximize
neighborhood impact.” 76 Project C.O.R.E. has been divided into four phases to make it
easier to understand how the money allocation is working and to what projects the money
is being funneled into. In its early stages Kacy Rohn, a preservation and planning
graduate student, produced a thesis about Project C.O.R.E. in 2017. 77 She recommended
and posited that Project C.O.R.E. would succeed better if the funding actually served
community needs. She said that the shift “to redevelopment can be seen as positive from
many angles.” 78 Thus, even early on, the more-preservation focused part of the program
should have been used. 79
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for the newer revitalization efforts? This likely could have saved buildings that help create an identity for
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The first phase of the project went underway in 2016 after the new program was
announced. The funding allocations went towards projects that were for demolition. The
demolition aspect was seen as a way to create new greening space for communities to
grow and use, as opposed to having endless dilapidated buildings that distracted from the
community-feel of the neighborhood. As the first sites were selected for demolition,
slowly more thought was given to what demolition of these, usually, historic buildings
could do to the overall character of the neighborhood. Thus, Project C.O.R.E. teamed up
with the Maryland Historical Trust, in a “Programmatic Agreement,” to consider the
consequence and to mitigate the potential loss to the communities.
As Phase 2 began, the program was still heavily focused on removing vacant
structures through demolition. However, at this point, more and more Request for
Applications (RFAs) started to come through from the community that would inspire
rehabilitation, or putting the money into current projects within a community, as opposed
to forcing demolition to occur. Although “community engagement” was promoted as an
original goal of Project C.O.R.E. on the website, this subsection does not have as much
information as one would hope for it to have for it to be a neighborhood oriented
program.
Phases 3 and 4, marked the transition from demolition to incorporating
community input. 80 As can be seen through the Project C.O.R.E. Fiscal Year Quarterly

the community. IT could also have demonstrated to the community a willingness that the City wants to
work in conjunction with their needs.
80
These two phases occurred after the completion of Rohn’s thesis so she could not factor them into her
analysis of the program.
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Reports, the number of community organizations, including community LLCs, that put
successful in funding requests increased. The projects no longer focused heavily on
demolition. The funding went to selected projects where the community saw the need for
funding to go that they believed would make a genuine change in the neighborhood. The
Lenox Theatre Project in Upton does not aid in vacant building removal, but it
demonstrates the community’s interest in rehabilitating a neighborhood icon that will
remind people why they live in Upton. 81 The Lenox Theatre was key to AfricanAmerican culture in Baltimore City, and it became a staple in Upton along its commercial
corridor on Pennsylvania Avenue. 82 This reminder may aid in neighborhood residents
taking more pride in their neighborhood, which could then lead to more outsiders visiting
the neighborhood and wanting to purchase property. Unlike a demolition-heavy approach
which leads to vacant land and potentially more blight, this new way of allowing a
community to come together to find funding for projects it deems necessary can make the
community feel important and proud of their home and try and keep the architectural
fabric and neighborhood intact without damage to its history. It may also be a driving
force for people to remain in the historic neighborhood.
Another function of Project C.O.R.E.’s origins with a focus on demolition is its
high cost. On top of the expense (both financially and environmentally), demolitions are
time-consuming to secure the permitting and to go through the proper channels and
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organizations to get the go-ahead. Since most of the vacant buildings that Project
C.O.R.E. would target are row houses, which as defined are connected residential units,

As a result, when an individual property that shares a common wall with
another property is demolished, the cost of reconstructing the wall or walls
must be added to the cost of demolition. The cost of each wall that must be
reconstructed is roughly equal to the cost of demolishing the vacant
building. Thus if the cost in round numbers of demolishing a row house is
$15,000, and it is at the end of a row abutting an occupied building and
one wall must be reconstructed, the total cost is $30,000. If it is in the
middle of the row, and two walls must be reconstructed, the cost will be
around $45,000.44. 83

This finding, provided by the Center for Community Progress, explains why Project
C.O.R.E. was focused on removing majority vacant houses, and not tackling blocks with
a few vacants. “What that means, however, is that even severely deteriorated buildings, if
they are located in the middle of a largely occupied row, are unlikely to be demolished
unless they pose an imminent health and safety hazard.” 84 It shows that it does not matter
how many vacant units are on a block, the occupied units will still see property values
decline. It made sense that Project C.O.R.E. adopted this route fiscally but it makes even
more sense that they would try and put their money into projects that will actually
generate positive outcomes within the community. These community-desired projects
also usually align, more with the goals of preservationists and to keep as much healthy
historic fabric as possible as the catalyst for growth.
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Along with the actual act of demolition being time-consuming and expensive, it
also does not mean that the blight is eradicated once the demolition takes place.
Although Project C.O.R.E. was meant to provide developers with access to the newly
cleared land, that was not always the case. As seen, vacant land can be just as much a
contributing factor to blight as vacant buildings. From a preservation standpoint, it is
much more attractive to try and tackle the building as it stands, and then recruit tenants to
use the row house. This would prevent having a half- or whole-block of row houses
become an overgrown greenspace. As with the two earlier mentioned interventions,
Project C.O.R.E. phases can be seen on the Codemap for Baltimore City along with its
own Project C.O.R.E. map that shows where in the process the selected projects are. 85
This will provide interesting information, especially for the early stages, to see how far
they have come and how they affect the adjacent historic buildings and blocks.
After providing this background for the urban renewal efforts of the past and
present in Baltimore, it is apparent that Baltimore is a city eager to find a way to avoid
collapsing into unfixable blight due to population loss and other issues. The city focuses
on ways to make it, once again, a “City of Homes” through many incentives and reforms,
but also creates new ways for the city to function in the new world of commuting to
work. But what have these changes done to the historic fabric and residential architecture
for which Baltimore earned one of its nicknames? The following chapter provides the
background and explores the significance of one such neighborhood that has been a
recipient of all of these programs, and more: Upton in Central West Baltimore.
85
On the Codemap that helped provide background for this thesis, there is no longer a clear distinction
between the different phases of Project C.O.R.E. They are solely shown as demolition or post-demolition.
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CHAPTER THREE
MORE THAN JUST THE “MARBLE HILL”
Physical Boundary
The case study for this thesis is the Upton neighborhood in Central West
Baltimore (figure 3.1). The neighborhood is a candidate for this survey study because it is
a microcosm of the city. The neighborhood has similar growth and decline, and
interventions and policies to the rest of Baltimore City as a whole. In addition, the
neighborhood’s deep African American history is significant to Baltimore. The history of
the neighborhood demonstrates why it continues to be the focus of proposals that seek to
secure an Upton Renaissance.

Figure 3.1. Upton Neighborhood in context of Greater Baltimore and
neighborhood boundary.
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A description of the development of the neighborhood puts it in its historical
context and illuminates its significance. First, the neighborhood encompasses sixty square
blocks north of Downtown Baltimore, west of Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard (MLK
Boulevard) and north of US Route 40 (figure 3.1). MLK Boulevard and US Route 40 are
two main thoroughfares that go through the city, constructed when large transportation
infrastructure connected the city to urban centers to the south and north. A master plan
proposed for Upton in 2016 provides a more detailed description of its boundaries:

approximately 60 square blocks situated in central Baltimore City and
bordered generally by Bloom Street to the north, Madison Avenue to the
east, Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd to the south, and Fremont Avenue to the
west. In greater detail, the exact borders are the following starting at
Bloom and Fremont and going clockwise: Division, Laurens, McCulloh,
Lanvale, Madison, Preston, McCulloh, Martin Luther King Jr., Druid Hill,
Preston, Pennsylvania, Hoffman, Brune, George, and Fremont as shown
below. 86

Upton is predominantly a residential neighborhood, with Pennsylvania Avenue being the
main commercial corridor. Although there are mixed-use buildings, on all of the streets,
including corner stores, Upton lacks a strong retail or commercial presence on the side
streets.
History of Upton
As Baltimore expanded away from its port city origins, more inner city, landlocked neighborhoods emerged. Upton, which began in the nineteenth century was a part
86
“Historic Upon Neighborhood: 2026 Master Plan”, Lamar Wilson Associates, 2016. accessed November
03, 2018,16.
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of this expansion. Upton began as a largely African American neighborhood. It maintains
this legacy. One of the original buildings, Bethel AME Church, is the oldest black
institution in all of Baltimore. The organization split from the parent Methodist Church
late in the eighteenth century over a disagreement about racially segregated seating. The
church building was originally built in 1868 for the St. Peter’s Protestant Episcopal
Church however, in 1910 Bethel AME moved into the space. 87 This grand church is a
“Norman Gothic” style designed by N.H. Hutton and John Murdoch, Architects known
for their designs of other churches in the Baltimore area (Figure 3.2). 88
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Image of Bethel AME church in Upton, Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation
(CHAP), 1990, Upton File at CHAP.
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Historic Description of Bethel AME Church, Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation
(CHAP), 1990, Upton File at CHAP.
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Figure 3.2. Image of Bethel AME in Upton, CHAP File.

The Bethel AME Church is one of twenty churches, two of which are in the historic
district, in the neighborhood that served as cornerstones for community growth for the
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residents of Upton. 89 Based on its important role in the history of Baltimore and its strong
community ties, Upton is a clear example of a significant neighborhood in the expansion
of downtown Baltimore.
In addition to its strong ties to African American organizations, Upton was home
to many famous African Americans. During the twentieth century, as other racial groups
migrated away from the city, Upton became “known throughout the nation as a
wellspring of African American culture, achievement, and activism.” 90 Leaders of all
types visited Upton, making it a neighborhood that many used as a starting point for civil
rights crusades and other life passions. Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Dubois, and
Marcus Garvey, for example, attended meetings in the neighborhood. Upton was not only
a pass-through location for civil rights’ activists, it was also home to many African
Americans leaders “Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall was raised in Upton and
Congressman Elijah Cummings is still a neighborhood resident.” 91 As a neighborhood in
Baltimore goes, Upton experienced a lot of fame and celebrity and thus, garners
importance as being a home to many African American leaders in Baltimore, and
Maryland as a whole.
During the 1950s racial tensions increased and became codified in city policies,
Upton became strained under these pressures. As an inner-city neighborhood known to be
home to majority-minority homeowners and renters, Upton experienced a decline in
population. In the year that the National Housing Act of 1934 was announced, Upton
89
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began to suffer from a great degree of disinvestment. The Act determined grades of
“residential security” based on maps which lenders would then use to justify offering
loans to new homeowners. This act, referred to as “redlining,” caused a severe problem
when Upton received a letter grade of D in 1937 from the Home Owners’ Loan
Corporation. 92 This low-rating made it hard for potential homebuyers to secure loans to
fill new buildings, or find new owners for the buildings that were slowly being left
behind. Since the neighborhood was now considered unsafe. An increasing number of
historic buildings sat vacant and the processes of decay ensued. This led to disinvestment
of the whole neighborhood and a breakdown of the strong residential architectural fabric
over time. As residents were unable to secure loans to purchase property in Upton, and as
more houses were abandoned the population of Upton decreased dramatically with a loss
of almost 73% (figure 3.3). 93

Figure 3.3. Redline map of Baltimore City, highlighting Upton, 1937.
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Although to some the African American culture that was strong in Upton was a matter of
pride, protecting and keeping that African American majority made it difficult for
investors to arrive in Upton due to racial issues.
The neighborhood, as the population started to decline, mirroring the trend of
greater Baltimore City, plans were put into place to rectify the issues confronting in
Upton. Due to the population decline and vacant building increase, Upton became a
prime candidate for urban renewal. Beginning in the 1960s, selective demolition was
carried out to try and prevent further spreading of blight. The buildings that were focused
on were the connected row house type that made Upton so popular for working class
residents. This process was also deemed slum clearance. 94 Large areas of unkempt land
and unoccupied buildings were demolished, and then redeveloped for affordable housing
sky rises. 95 These activities that fall under the umbrella of urban renewal, predominantly
demolition, brought with it substantial negative side effects. Similar to the issues
mentioned with the larger scale urban renewal policies, more focused plans for Upton
were established. The policies focused on the redevelopment of the commercial-zoned
corridor. An Upton Marble Hill Development Corporation proposed plans and
frameworks in 1995/1996. However, instead of focusing on all of the parts of the
neighborhood, this corporation and plan mostly worked with the older, more intact, and
more elaborate housing stock in the northwestern portion of Upton.
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The creation of the Marble Hill historic district occurred in Upton in an attempt to
preserve some of its architectural fabric, and potentially aid in the re-occupation of
houses and prevent more abandonment. The request for a designation of a historic district
occurred because a community group known as the Henry Hall Memorial Neighborhood
Improvement Association, INC (named after an Upton resident who donated fish to the
National Aquarium at Baltimore) began contacting homeowners in the neighborhood and
city officials. The CHAP office (which came about during urban renewal efforts in
Baltimore) became very important with regards to understanding the designation process
and the many steps that went with it. CHAP wrote letters of support and explained to
uncertain residents what a designation means. 96 The request for designation started in
1983 with the neighborhood group creating a small boundary: the 1500 block of Druid
Hill Avenue on the odds side and then 1500 McCulloh Street even sides, and 400 Mosher
Street (figure 3.4). 97
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“Letter to Ms. Marian McGaskey from Kathleen Gilbert Kotarba, executive Director of CHAP”,
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Figure 3.4. Marble Hill Historic District, post-1990 expansion.

The properties here are characterized as the “traditional, marble-stepped brick
rowhouses, exhibiting either Queen Anne or Italianate influence. Typical details are
bowed fronts, original wood double doors, and conical roof towers at corners, corbelled
brickwork, roof cresting, and arched doorways.” 98 The buildings within the original
boundaries are significant because they are row houses located in one of the earliest
African American working-class neighborhoods, and they continue to have high integrity.
They also showcased African American home ownership in a time when that was less
common elsewhere in the city.
98
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Along with the architecture that characterizes Upton, the Henry Hall Memorial
Neighborhood Improvement Association, INC started with these boundaries because
these row houses had community-involved owners coupled with high resident-owner
rates and because the majority of units were occupied. This made the need for signatures,
demonstrating neighbor approval, less of a challenge for the non-profit organization.
Upton received their initial designation and quickly re-applied to expand the boundaries
of the historic district in the late 1980s. This expansion added 184 properties that
continued the strong integrity and row house architectural style of the original district. 99
The designation also included adding Bethel AME church and the historic Trinity Baptist
Church (a Gothic Revival Style building that was built in 1873 for another parish). 100
Understandably, the group wanted more blocks to be included in order to share more of
the diverse history of Upton. The group even tried to include the McCulloh Homes
project in the boundary. 101 As is the practice of HABC, this type of property cannot be
included in a historic district as a whole. 102 The boundary expansion received approval in
1990, and remains this size today. 103 Even though there was support for the historic
district by many in Upton, some did have concerns that the CHAP guidelines for repair
99
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and maintenance of buildings in historic districts would be too expensive for some
homeowners to remain living in their residences. CHAP addressed these concerns
through informative brochures and community meetings in order to help quell some of
the concerns. 104 Today, CHAP and other city organizations are working together to try
and find ways to make it affordable to maintain the integrity of the buildings within the
district without forcing residents to leave the building due to costly maintenance work. 105
Uptonians by the Numbers
In 2017 Lamar Wilson Associates began a Master Plan Framework for the Upton
neighborhood in order to document the current conditions (both strengths and
weaknesses), and provide possible future recommendations for the neighborhood to
achieve by 2026. 106 The document provides important insights into the current
demographics and identity in the neighborhood, especially the portions of the document
explaining the typologies of the buildings and the make-up of the people who reside
within Upton. Both of these are key components that will help to provide analysis in
Chapter Five, because the data elaborates on the uses of the buildings, and speculation
considers why it is there is not more investment coming into the neighborhood.
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Upton’s architecture has a variety of typologies. There are historic row houses,
superblock affordable housing, houses converted to multi-resident use, multi-use
structures, and commercial structures all identified by various infographics throughout
the master plan. For example, they have a map that explains the type of residential uses
for the entire neighborhood (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5. Infographic of Residential Uses in Upton, Lamar Wilson Associates, 2017.

The survey work completed for the 2017 report shows that currently only 39% of Upton
is “characterized as residential land-use.” 107 The document found that “33% of Upton’s
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residential buildings are vacant.” 108 This is considered very concerning because “given
the structure of traditional rowhomes, a vacant and abandoned building--especially if it is
not properly protected from the elements--can make the buildings it shares party walls
with vulnerable to structural damage, exposure to the elements, and susceptible to rodent
and pest infestations, among other issues.” 109 This stance toward vacancy and the
percentage of structures in the neighborhood it illustrates why so many people are willing
to tear down historic buildings when there is a vacant building in a deteriorating
condition.
The current character of the population in Upton could be a factor in the rising
vacancy rate issues in the neighborhood. The neighborhood is no longer primarily home
to full-time owner-occupants. Rather, 90% of Upton residents rent their living
accommodations. Of those 90%, 60% of the renters are considered to be housing-cost
burdened. 110 Along with abandoned buildings, Upton has one of the youngest full-time
resident populations in Baltimore City. In addition, 8 in 10 households with small
children (under the age of 18) are predominantly headed by single female guardians. 111
All of these data points combined show why there may be less-maintenance for the
buildings. Another interesting demographic is that Upton is 96% African-American
which helps tie the community back to previous days as a predominantly black
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neighborhood. However, based on the higher cost of living, and lower homeownership
rates, Upton is struggling to keep a positive image that mirrors its cultural past.
Future of Upton
The positive side of the history of Upton, especially the strong heritage and
strength in community identity, is that there is a community goal of rectifying the issues
that have plagued the neighborhood. Many community groups have started to develop
with are eight neighborhood associations and neighborhood clusters that all attempt to aid
the community and drive improvement for the area from within. 112 The strongest and
most prominent one of these is the Upton Planning Committee, INC which was founded
by citizens of the Upton Community, “with the purpose of halting and reversing the
decline in quality of life that many urban neighborhoods face.” 113 These community
organizations demonstrate that there is a resident motivation for revitalizing Upton. The
work of the organizations and various people within the community also shows that they
have dreams to “reclaim the vestiges of its distinct African American heritage.” They are
also willing to put the time and effort into plans in order to make the dreams turn into
reality as evidenced by Main Street work, leadership meetings, City Council attendance,
and creation of the master plan.
The key component to the eventual success of the interventions in Upton is the
fact that there is such a strong community pushing to make Upton a cultural center again.
As Rohn and others have pointed out, nothing can work in a disinvested area if there are
no current residents willing to be the driving force to compel the attention of investors.
112
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Having a historic district is one thing, but having the community and Baltimore City
working together through the various initiatives to make it viable and up to the standards
of CHAP shows how significant and worthwhile the houses are to the people within the
neighborhood. In addition, the change in how Project C.O.R.E. operated through its
phases by opening up applications for funding so that the Upton community members can
apply for what they deemed important also demonstrates how Upton can improve if given
the proper support and tools. The preservation and re-use of the architectural fabric in
Upton amplifies the importance of the inner-city neighborhood, and thus, determining if
the city and state interventions are aiding in the preservation, or perpetuating in the loss,
of the working-class residential units is crucial and will be analyzed in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY
The following chapter outlines the methodology for the data collection and
analysis processes that is a component of the thesis. Prompted by blight and an increase
in crime, Baltimore City and the State of Maryland devised plans and programs to
facilitate the rehabilitation, the re-occupation or the demolition of historic vacant row
houses. 114 Three programs addressed these issues. The program sponsored by the
Housing Authority of Baltimore City (HABC) uses affordable housing as a way of
attracting residents to the existing houses, but maintains ownership of them. Vacants to
Value (V2V) focused on filling houses, uses incentives or below market selling prices to
enable people to purchase and rehabilitate the houses for modern use. Last, Project
C.O.R.E. (Creating Opportunities for Renewal and Enterprise) was at first a demolitionheavy program, and now works within communities to provide funds to finance repairs
and demonstrate good-faith investment. All three programs share the goal of removing
blight by finding tenants and new uses for the vacant row houses. They also pursue a
preservation ethic by maintaining houses in order to make them habitable. Though not an
explicit intent, the programs also helped preserve historic fabric, which to some degree,
aids in urging the community to continue to invest in the neighborhood.
To assess the preservation effects of the three programs, it was necessary to: 1.
locate a neighborhood in which all three programs worked and where some blocks/
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along side streets to analyze the alley houses too.
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houses had seen no intervention to use as a form of control group 2. Assess the program
websites and reports and; 3. Conduct a survey that shows current condition, integrity, and
degree of occupation.
Upton is located in Central West Baltimore. The neighborhood is 60 square
blocks, bordered by Bloom Street to the north, Madison Avenue boundaries start at
Bloom and Fremont, and going clockwise, are: Division, Laurens, McCulloh, Lanvale,
Madison, Preston, McCulloh, Martin Luther King Jr., Druid Hill, Preston, Pennsylvania,
Hoffman, Brune, George and Fremont (figure 4.1). 115 In addition to being the target of
rehabilitation programs, it also
has a seven-block historic
district called Marble Hill
(figure 4.2). 116 The historic
district is listed on both local
and national historic registers.
Marble Hill historic district
provides a comparison to the
integrity and conditions in
Upton.

Figure 4.1. Upton Neighborhood boundaries taken from
Upton Master Plan document.
115

“Historic Upon Neighborhood: 2026 Master Plan”, Lamar Wilson Associates, 2016. accessed November
03, 2018
116
"Upton's Marble Hill," Historical and Architectural Preservation, June 15, 2018, accessed November 03,
2018, https://chap.baltimorecity.gov/uptons-marble-hill.
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Figure 4.2. Upton’s Marble Hill Historic District taken from
Chap.baltimorecity.gov.

The survey method consisted of locating the program data on maps and databases
produced by Baltimore City. The row house data collection phase occurred through an
on-the-ground survey process. The final data of program intervention and survey data
was then used for GIS analysis to find overall trends and patterns that spread throughout
the survey boundaries of Upton.
Data
Maps and reports produced by Baltimore City provided two sources of data. The
most relevant map for the study was the Codemap that was produced by the Department
of Housing and Community Development (figure 4.3). 117

117
CodeMap, 2018, accessed November 03, 2018,
http://cels.baltimorehousing.org/codemap/codemap.html.
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Figure 4.3. Upton Neighborhood from Baltimore City’s Codemap

On its website, the City provides the boundaries of neighborhoods and historic districts (a
key variable that went into choosing Upton). This map outlines parcels that have been a
part of the Project C.O.R.E. (parts of Upton were selected to be a part of all four phases
of the C.O.R.E. program). In addition, the map enables users to see what parcels are
inhabited by owners or owned by the city. This data illustrates HABC’s involvement in
the neighborhood and provides information on how the historic buildings are used today.
This resource is particularly useful because the map remains current and the information
on it reflects real-time undertakings by the city.
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Figure 4.4. Upton Neighborhood with vacant land and vacant properties for sale,
taken from vacantstovalue.org.

The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) produces a
Vacants to Value (V2V) map, which helped define the survey blocks. Although not as
detailed as the Codemap, the V2V map provides basic locations of properties within the
Upton neighborhood that are vacant and offered through sale through the program (figure
4). The “V2V Properties For Sale” map also shows the location of vacant lots within
neighborhoods, which is intended as a major selling point for developers to help promote
V2V’s goal of healthy and inhabited blocks (figure 4.4). The V2V website, along with
this map, provides a table of addresses that they deem to be the “Community
Development Clusters (CDC).” Within the Upton neighborhood, Marble is labeled as one
such CDC. This CDC is a new strategy to partner city non-profits and commercial
developers to gain reinvestment in specified areas, usually areas that are already on track
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for redevelopment. The V2V website explains how they use this strategy in the Marble
Hill historic district:

If blighted properties are privately owned, we're using the law to push owners to
sell or rehabilitate them. If owners don't act, we're pushing them to auction
(through receivership), so that developers can buy and redevelop them. If vacants
are City-owned, our Land Resources Division is using its new streamlined
disposition practices to transfer them to developers. Together, these strategies
help ensure that rundown vacant properties don't get left behind on blocks where
redevelopment is occurring. 118

The V2V map, in conjunction with the table that shows how properties in the historic
district are moving through their Development Cluster V2V program, provides another
view of how the vacant-filling programs are functioning within Upton.
Architectural Survey
On-the-ground survey of existing conditions and integrity was conducted through
sampling parts of the Upton neighborhood. Upton is sixty square blocks, too large for a
single survey. To begin, the surveyed area required narrowing down boundaries. The area
that was surveyed included blocks bordered by (going clockwise) Myrtle Avenue in the
west, up to West Mosher Street (past this street are buildings that fall out of the scope of
historic buildings), Wilson Street, Islamic Way, Druid Hill on the east, down to Dolphin
Street (figure 4.5). Shield’s Place lacks historic integrity within this boundary. The
zoning of Pennsylvania Avenue is mainly commercial and therefore was not considered
118
"Community Development Clusters," Vacants 2 Value - Explore City Neighborhoods, accessed
November 03, 2018, http://www.vacantstovalue.org/Explore.aspx
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as part of the residential survey. These blocks encompass five major streets within the
neighborhood that received some combination of all of the programs. The selected blocks
either fall outside or within the historic district, which is an important distinction for
integrity. There are also a few blocks where none of the programs intervene, both outside
or within the historic district. These untouched blocks serve as a control group for the
final analysis. Selecting the blocks by location, rather than focusing on picking blocks
based on program intervention, the survey becomes both more thorough and inclusive.
This makes the row-house blocks and their conditions and integrity the cause of study, as
opposed to how the programs themselves compare to each other.
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Figure 4.5. Upton Neighborhood with Project C.O.R.E., Vacants to Value, historic district
outline, and HABC owned properties. Red lines demarcating streets for survey.

Step 2 involved conducting the survey once the sample area was selected based
on the above parameters. The survey employed the Maryland Historical Trust’s Maryland
Inventory of Historic Properties (MIHP) form. The form lists condition, but for this
survey, the conditions were converted into a scaled scoring system. The system is as
follows: the condition of the buildings was rated 1-5 (1 Excellent, 2 good, 3 fair, 4
deteriorated, and 5 ruins). These numbers are applied to individual structures on a block.
The individual structures were given a quick, cursory description that explains why they
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were scored with such a number. The integrity of the buildings involved a color scale
system. The color scale included: red no integrity left, yellow moderate integrity, and
green high integrity. Colors were chosen as a visual aid to guide the analysis portion
which proves to be more useful for mapping. In order to determine integrity ratings, a
Historic Preservation Guidelines pamphlet created and distributed by CHAP was used as
a guide. The pamphlet created guidelines “to assist the property owner in Formulating
preservation plans.” 119 It also explains proper preservation guidelines for architectural
details that should be seen in a given row house from a certain time period. This was
extremely useful when examining historic integrity in relation to how it would be viewed
by CHAP. The integrity of the buildings and blocks is important because this will guide
where the city later focuses funds in Upton to preserve the historic row houses.
Step 3 of the survey responded to the question of inhabitation at the time of the
survey. 120 Accompanying these survey descriptions are photographs to be used as
references for analysis in case of missed data or for future discussion. The data is
collected using the Survey123 application which aids in uploading the shapefiles to
Arcmap.
From the three categories of the survey, the scaled scores created thirty potential
options for a row house. Not all combinations were found. Here are visual guides
illustrated with photographs from the field surveys that demonstrate the various survey’s
scales and ratings in application (figures 4.6-4.8):
119

“Historic Preservation Guidelines,” Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation (CHAP),
1990, Upton File at CHAP.
120
This was noted during field survey work, but was double-checked via the Baltimore City Vacant
tracking website, just to make sure all of the information that I was seeing was accurate and not illegal
inhabitants.
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Figure 4.6. Examples of surveyed building ratings.
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Figure 4.7. Examples of surveyed building ratings.
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Figure 4.8. Examples of surveyed building ratings.

Data Analysis
After gathering the data through program research and survey, the analysis
identifies patterns in the conditions, integrity, and occupation of the row houses. In order
to find patterns visually, the Arcmap GIS program was used to plot all of the survey
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points taken. This included creating various colors for the survey data points for the
conditions and for the integrity of all of the row houses. To visualize if a unit was
occupied or vacant, a light pink color was used on that parcel if it is in fact vacant. These
visual representations make it possible to see where concentrations of ratings occur, and
pinpoint outliers that may be significant to understanding how the programs interact.
After the survey data was uploaded to Arcmaps, the address location for each of
the three programs were added. Being able to see where the interventions occur within
the context of the conditions, integrity, and vacant buildings will help to determine just
how well the programs and historic district work in preserving the historic fabric of the
Upton neighborhood. The analysis draws out trends and examples of where the city is
strategically choosing to add intervention, and where there is space for improvement in
order to positively affect the health of the neighborhood whilst maintaining the
neighborhood character. In the final chapter of the thesis, conclusions are made based on
these patterns. Additionally, recommendations of where the interventions should be
placed and how successful aspects of the studied interventions can be combined in order
to create a new program that is a preservation-driven approach should be established are
presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ANALYSIS
The analysis draws on patterns identified through survey of a sample of
residential row houses in the Upton neighborhood and makes general conclusions about
the interventions and their potential success within Upton. The blocks of survey
boundaries are divided into four quadrants: Quadrant 1 and 2 on the eastern portion of
Upton that include properties within the historic district. Quadrant 3 and 4 are on the
western portion of Upton and areas outside of the historic district. As such, they form a
useful contrast when considering the analysis of the existing conditions and integrity
(figures 5.1 and 5.2). Two maps, one with the survey points for existing conditions and
one with the integrity for each quadrant, is placed before the discussion for those
sections.
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Figure 5.1. Overall existing conditions map of Upton.
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Figure 5.2. Overall integrity ratings map of Upton.
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The survey recorded 349 residential buildings in Upton. Overall, 74 of the
buildings fell into the Marble Hill historic district boundaries created by CHAP. The rest
of the surveyed row houses, 275 fell outside of the historic district. The first graph
illustrates the overall existing conditions for both sets of buildings (figure 5.3). The
second graph shows the retained integrity by the row houses in Upton, once again
differentiated by the buildings inside and outside of the historic district (figure 5.4). The
historic district helps demonstrate the noticeable difference in high rated existing
conditions and high maintained integrity ratings versus lower ones outside of the historic
district.

Figure 5.3. Overall percentages of existing condition category.
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Figure 5.4. Overall percentage of maintained integrity rating.

Quadrant 1
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Figure 5.5. Map of existing conditions in Quadrant 1.
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Figure 5.6. Map of maintained integrity in Quadrant 1.
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In Quadrant 1, there are 80 row houses surveyed. There are 6 with interventions,
and 18 vacant row houses (figures 5.5 and 5.6). Of the vacant buildings, 3 of them have
interventions. Overall, the conditions in this quadrant ranked excellent and good, and the
integrity was predominately moderate (figures 5.7 and 5.8).
44 of the surveyed row houses fall outside of the Marble Hill historic district and,
36 fall within the historic district. The interventions breakdown as 3 programs within the
historic district, V2V, V2V CDC, and HABC. Only one of these coincides with a vacant
property. Outside of the historic district, there are 14 vacant buildings, and 2 receive
intervention from V2V CDC. A HABC owned-property falls outside of the historic
district as well, but it is not vacant.
The historic district of Quadrant 1 has the highest number of high integrity
buildings, and the highest number of fair to excellent conditions. The following tables
break down this information.
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Figure 5.7. Percentage of existing conditions in Quadrant 1.

Figure 5.8. Percentage of maintained integrity in Quadrant 1.
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Table 5.1 Breakdown of Conditions in Marble Hill in Quadrant 1.
Existing
Number of
Condition
Buildings
Percent of Historic District
Excellent
17
Good
18
Fair
0
Deteriorated
0
Ruins
0

49%
51%
0%
0%
0%

Table 5.2 Breakdown of Integrity in Marble Hill in Quadrant 1.
Number of
Integrity
Buildings
Percent of Historic District
High
18
Moderate
15
Low/ No
3

50%
42%
8%

Table 5.3 Breakdown of Historic District in Quadrant 1.
Number of
Buildings in
the Historic
District

Occupied
Program
Intervention
36

No Program
Intervention
4

Vacant
Buildings
32

2

34

The historic district plays a key role in the majority good and excellent conditions
in this quadrant. 121 Of the 36 buildings in Marble Hill, 100% fall into good/ excellent
repair, and 92% of them are moderate or high integrity (table 5.1and 5.2). This is
expected because it is organized and monitored by CHAP. The historic district has only 2
vacant buildings, and 3 interventions from the studied programs (table 5.3).
Within the historic district, there are only two vacant properties (indicated by the
light pink overlay in figure 5.2) in the 1500 block of Druid Hill Avenue. The two

121

The historic district boundaries likely were created as a preventive measure in order to protect the strong
existing conditions and the integrity of the buildings within. Thus, this is not a surprise, but it is something
that could be useful to argue for an expansion of the historic district to a larger portion of the Upton row
houses.
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properties fall within the same block on Druid Hill Avenue, and stretch of row houses
that is also the recipient of a HABC ownership unit and a V2V CDC intervention unit. By
putting interventions here, this aids in the preservation of the high integrity that can be
seen throughout these units. Another unit within the historic district that, although no
longer vacant, was part of the V2V program was a corner unit. This is a strategically
placed intervention on a property that will keep whole blocks together that only have
minor losses to historic fabric or minor lessened conditions. This corner unit is part of a
block that did not rate high in maintained integrity. Thus, it is important to keep it from
becoming a vacant-heavy row. The row could become more neglected, forcing the
integrity to become so low that the properties are not as important to the historic district.
This would be an irreparable consequence to the architectural fabric for the historic
district.
The buildings surveyed outside of the historic district have lower levels of
integrity. Only one-row house outside of the historic district in Quadrant 1 retains its high
integrity. However, these blocks have the least amount of interventions even though there
are many vacant buildings. The interventions here are the V2V CDC and a HABC
managed property. These interventions also only exist on a row-house block that is on
Druid Hill Avenue. The buildings are not within the boundaries of the Marble Hill
historic district as they currently stand. This could demonstrate a plan for the future that
more row-house blocks in Upton will be added to the historic district, and thus, concern
and maintenance plans should be in place now. The buildings along Division Street in
Quadrant 1 do not have high integrity, but the ones predominately with moderate
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integrity are occupied. This should be a signal to the city to add an intervention such as
V2V to these blocks since many of the vacant buildings share walls, and are in the middle
of the row of houses. The buildings, except for a few, are also in good to excellent
condition, which should be a call to action for the city to try to find developers, renters, or
more desirable, new homeowners to step in and provide assistance to the buildings. This
could alleviate the stress that the vacants will have on the block if they remain
unoccupied.
The most alarming part of this quadrant is the set of 4 vacants, 1614-1620
Division Street. They are rated from deteriorated to fair condition, and the set exists in
the middle of the row on the even side of the 1600 block of Division Street. If these
buildings are allowed to remain vacant, it is likely that their issues will spread to the
connected neighboring row houses, and cause harm to their architectural fabric and
integrity. This may be a choice on the part of the city to force concerned neighbors to step
in, but patterns across the city demonstrate it is more likely neighbors will lose interest in
living next door to slowly declining row houses. Thus, this lack of intervention where
buildings are vacant but have the ability to be rehabilitated both with historically pleasing
efforts and less-costly than demolition or mass rehabilitation is a concern. This is an
alarming location where V2V and HABC are absent, and one where they could be added.
These are row houses primed for some sort of intervention, especially for the benefit of
the community.
Quadrant 2
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Figure 5.9. Map of existing conditions in quadrant 2.
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Figure 5.10. Map of maintained integrity in Quadrant 2.
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In Quadrant 2, there are 154 row houses (figures 5.9 and 5.10). There are 19- row
houses with interventions, and 41 vacant buildings. Of the vacant buildings, 17 of them
have interventions. Overall, the conditions in this quadrant ranked excellent and good,
and the integrity was predominately moderate (figures 5.11 and 5.12).
There are 38-row houses in the historic district and 116 outside of the historic
district. The historic district interventions include the V2V CDC solely, and all are placed
on vacant buildings except for one row house. This is interesting to note because this
occupied row house is next to a vacant row house. The intervention which is a sign the
intervention is already having positive effects. Outside of the historic district, V2V CDC
and V2V interventions occur.
The historic district of Quadrant 2 has high integrity, but much lower ranked
conditions in comparison to Quadrant 1. The following tables break down this
information (tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6).

Figure 5.11. Graph of existing conditions ratings in Quadrant 2.
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Figure 5.12. Graph of maintained integrity in Quadrant 2.

Table 5.4 Breakdown of Existing Conditions in Marble Hill in Quadrant 2.
Number of
Existing Condition
Buildings
Percent of Historic District
Excellent
8
21%
Good
12
32%
Fair
6
16%
Deteriorated
10
26%
Ruins
2
5%

Table 5.5 Breakdown of Integrity in Marble Hill in Quadrant 2.
Number of
Integrity
Buildings
Percent of Historic District
High
17
Moderate
14
Low/ No
7

45%
37%
18%

Table 5.6 Breakdown of Historic District in Quadrant 2.
Historic
Program
No Program
Vacant
Occupied
District
Intervention
Intervention
Buildings
38
11
17
12
26
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The properties within the historic district are mainly occupied residences. There
are 12 vacant row houses in the historic district, and 10 of the units have received
intervention from V2V CDC. This pattern reflects a city-wide attempt to fill all houses in
the historic district, a central part of its strategy to ensure that these buildings are
maintained. This prevents the properties from falling into more disarray, leading to issues
of blight in the future. The row houses within the historic district retain high levels of
integrity.
Only one row house classified as in ruin condition exists in the historic district.
The majority of the properties are in fair to excellent condition. The fact that the
conditions in this part of the historic district is so high, and that the interventions are
mostly placed on vacant buildings rated to be of deteriorated condition reflects that the
interventions are chosen for buildings in a manner to aid in improving the health of a
whole block and that the historic district is very useful. For example, the 1400 block of
Druid Hill Avenue, contains three vacant buildings (figure 5.13).
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Two of these vacant houses are deteriorated and are part of the V2V CDC. The third
building, also a V2V CDC, is in good condition. These are all buildings of high or
moderate integrity, while the rest of the connected row houses are in good to excellent
condition and retain moderate to high integrity. The fact that these three vacant units on
one block are part of the CDC program, demonstrates the need for the deteriorated vacant
buildings to be owned and occupied quickly. The program is being placed selectively on
needy properties along a block that should otherwise be healthy and carry the
architectural identity of the neighborhood forward. This is crucial so that the rest of the
attached row houses on the block do not become vacant and fall into disrepair. Without
the aid of the program intervention, this could turn a small block with promising
architecture and structures into one that begins to contribute to blight on Druid Hill

Figure 5.13. 1403, 1405, 1407 Druid Hill Avenue, 2018.
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Avenue.
Outside of the historic district, along Etting Street, newer buildings have been
added to the streetscape. The infill row houses are across from the Sharp Street Memorial
United Methodist Church (built in 1832) and Community Services buildings. 122 These
newer buildings constructed in 1920, are in good condition and are occupied, but lack the
ornamentation and high style seen in the rest of Upton (figure 5.14). 123 They provide a
stark contrast to the historic church that resides on the western side of the street.
However, these newer buildings fit into the context of Upton with their height, scale, and
mass. The row houses are all occupied, indicating investment through residential means
outside of the historic district. This is important especially along a small street such as
Etting. These infill row houses serve as an example of how blocks can survive if given
judicious treatment, something that could spread along the rest of Etting Street where
severe disinvestment continues. 124 The lack of ornamentation, somewhat jarring when
compared to the rest of Upton’s housing stock, may be a contributing factor to their
occupancy. Since they do require less maintenance, they may be more highly-sought after
for lower-income individuals.

122

Real Property Data from Baltimore City,
http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/pages/viewdetails.aspx?County=03&SearchType=ACCT&Ward=
17&SECTION=01&BLOCK=0415&LOT=044, accessed March 19, 2019.
123
Real Property Data from Baltimore city,
http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/pages/viewdetails.aspx?County=03&SearchType=ACCT&Ward=
17&SECTION=01&BLOCK=0415&LOT=050, accessed March 19, 2019.
124
This is a location filled with many larger open vacant land lots that could aid in quality of life along the
block as greenspace, or as a new commercial corridor with new zoning.
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Figure 5.14. 1211-1217 Etting Street, 2018.

In Quadrant 2, the number of vacant buildings along the 1300 block of Division
Street is noteworthy. Of the thirty-nine buildings surveyed, twenty of these are vacant
(51%). These blocks also range in integrity from high to low, and the conditions range
from excellent to ruins. The northern portion, closest to West Lafayette Avenue, contains
majority low or moderate integrity buildings with good to ruin rated conditions. The
southern portion, closest to W. Lanvale Street, are predominantly high condition and high
integrity. This creates an interesting block where interventions should clearly be located
to make sure the healthy and viable occupied units in the southern end remain that way.
Also the vacant units, no matter their condition, can be occupied and fixed so as not to
limit further deterioration or flight of residents from the block. Interventions of 8 V2V
units occurred. Although this is only 40% of the vacant units, it should help increase
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ownership and stewardship, and become a call to action because only 12% of the units
are now occupied. This is an example of how the program selected the least likely to be
purchased row houses and the most at-risk units, and added an incentive to them. This
forces focus on these row houses to encourage procurement of the rest of the vacant
and/or struggling units on this block. It is a clear example of a successful way of using
the V2V program to inspire people to look at multiple properties in order to preserve a
whole block of row houses. It can be accomplished without spending too much money on
purchasing all of the vacant units and adding them to the V2V program creating a
superblock that may not seem manageable to a buyer.

Quadrant 3
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Figure 5.15. Map of existing conditions in Quadrant 3.
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Figure 5.16. Map of maintained integrity in Quadrant 3.
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There are 74 row houses in Quadrant 3 (figures 5.15 and 5.16). Fifteen of them
have interventions and 40 are vacant buildings. Of the vacant buildings, 13 have
interventions. In addition, 6 of them have two interventions. The interventions studied
here are V2V and Project C.O.R.E. Overall, the conditions in Quadrant 3 are good and
fair, but both excellent and ruins-rated row houses are tied at 15% (figure 5.17). The
majority of maintained integrity is low for this section of the survey boundary (figure
5.18). The breakdown of information is in the following table (table 5.7).

Figure 5.17. Percentage of existing conditions in Quadrant 3.
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Figure 5.18. Percentage of maintained integrity ratings in Quadrant 3.

Table 5.7 Breakdown of Quadrant 3.
Number of
Buildings
74

Program
Intervention
15

No Program
Intervention
59

Vacant
Buildings
40

Occupied
34

Quadrant 3 encompasses the west and southernmost area of the survey area.
These blocks are not part of the historic district. They are sites of Project C.O.R.E
intervention, HABC ownership, and V2V efforts. Not surprisingly, the row houses began
to rate lower in integrity and overall conditions once away from the streets closest to the
historic district and the main commercial corridor that is Pennsylvania Avenue. 125 There
is a high number of vacant properties along the western edge of Upton especially based
on not having the greatest housing typology. The units are also located on the fringe of

125

This provides strong evidence that historic districts can provide aid in neighborhood stabilization.
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Upton and on the edge of another community. 126 The Baltimore City Department of
Planning created a housing market typology in order to “assist the city in its efforts to
strategically match public resources to neighborhood housing market conditions.” 127 This
part of the survey boundary is a location of severe abandonment. However, Quadrant 3
still has the potential to utilize its strong historic housing stock in order to bring
revitalization and health back into the Upton neighborhood.
Impacts of Phase 1 of Project C.O.R.E and Phase 2 can be seen along Argyle
Avenue. However, where Phase 1 occurred along 1300 Argyle Avenue, no buildings
exist due to demolition but the properties adjacent do not seem to have not been affected
by the eyesore of vacant-building demolition, or vacant land that is currently present

Figure 5.19. Aerial view of 1300 Argyle Avenue, google maps 2019.
126
"Housing Market Typology," Department of Planning, June 04, 2018, accessed April 09, 2019,
https://planning.baltimorecity.gov/maps-data/housing-market-typology.
127
"Housing Market Typology," Department of Planning, June 04, 2018, accessed April 09, 2019
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(figure 5.19) This block of Argyle has two units occupied and the rest sit vacant.
However, in the Southern part of Argyle, the 1200 Block, perpendicular to Dolphin Street
where the third phase of Project C.O.R.E. is located, the buildings have not been
demolished. 128 Many units are also V2V buildings, and the majority of properties across
the street are occupied. Although the integrity of the buildings is low, some are moderate.
This is important for the overall character of Upton because the programs can be utilized
to aid protection of these connected row houses to prevent demolition and replacement
with infill that would ruin the character of the row house block. Since this part of the
neighborhood does not have historic-district guidelines to regulate what happens to the
open land and buildings, program intervention is the only monitor, besides occupation
and generic citations from the city that protects its building stock. Although 4 buildings
are considered to be ruinous they are connected to other higher-rated buildings. Similar to
Quadrant 2, some vacant buildings but not all were selected for intervention from V2V.
By layering Project C.O.R.E intervention on top of the V2V intervention, this secures
funding for the developers or people who want to work with the buildings. This is an
effective use of double incentive that will eventually aid in keeping the historic row
house identity for this part of the Upton neighborhood.
In Quadrant 3, on Myrtle Avenue the farthest west street of the survey, there are
eight vacant row houses that are connected but very few interventions. On the 1300 block
between West Lafayette and West Lanvale, the row houses are primarily vacant, retain
low integrity, and are in poor condition. There are no interventions besides one single
128
Project C.O.R.E. by this phase began weighing community input much more heavily in the decisionmaking process of where funding should exist for the program.
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property labeled for V2V intervention. This is a red flag that disinvestment is continuing
in this part of the neighborhood. These properties, although outside of the historic district,
are just as important to the overall identity of Upton and deserve more consideration.
This block, with extreme deterioration of the connected row houses and high number of
vacancies, is a clear blind spot for the city programs. The corner units are occupied and in
fine condition, which is likely to not last for long if the issues of abandonment and
vacancy lead to blight and force people from these houses. The demolition mentality
could be altered here to provide possible incentives for developers to use the historic rowhouse shells and facades to create a healthy block.
The one V2V property is a start. However, other interventions should be added so
that the structural conditions can be improved. This would allow the existing row houses,
even if their integrity is not the highest, to be preserved in order to prevent noncontributing buildings from being added to this already struggling portion of the
neighborhood.

Quadrant 4
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Figure 5.20. Map of existing conditions in Quadrant 4.
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Figure 5.21. Map of existing conditions in Quadrant 4.
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In Quadrant 4, there are 41 row houses (figure 5.20 and 5.21). Ten of them have
interventions and 27 are vacant buildings. Of the vacant buildings, 8 have interventions.
The interventions are Project C.O.R.E. and V2V. There are 2 occupied units with
interventions, one of which is a V2V project. The other has V2V and HABC ownership.
The majority of buildings are in good and fair condition, but 17% are in ruinous
condition, which outweighs the excellent ranking by 3% (figure 5.21). In addition, similar
to Quadrant 3, the majority of integrity for this section of the survey boundary is low
(figure 5.22). The following information is broken down into the table (table 5.8).

Figure 5.22. Percentage of existing conditions in Quadrant 4.
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Figure 5.23. Percentage of maintained integrity in Quadrant 4.

Table 5.8 Breakdown of Quadrant 4
Number of
Buildings

Program
Intervention
41

No Program
Intervention

10

Vacant
Buildings
31

27

Occupied
14

Quadrant 4 has the highest density of vacant row houses when compared with
occupied row houses along the survey boundaries of Upton. The buildings along Argyle
Avenue fall into the pattern seen across the neighborhood of V2V properties on a few of
the vacant buildings on a block, mostly the ones that are in the poorest condition. The
V2V properties here work as bookends. This intervention acts as a catalyst for investment
for these properties. The units that are in better condition can be purchased and occupied
once the more concerning vacant row houses are rehabilitated. This side of Argyle also
has a great number of buildings that are considered to be ruins, but they are already
marked as part of Project C.O.R.E, Phase 3, so demolition is not as likely to occur
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(Figure 5.24). Since only one of the connected units is in good condition and the rest are
considered to be deteriorated or ruinous, demolition may be the best option for these
units. The fact that there is not much historic integrity should also be taken into
consideration. This block lends itself to the question of when should preservation take a
back seat to the health of a community, or should it be at the forefront of all decisions for
a historic neighborhood? 129
Along the 1400 block of Myrtle Avenue there is an interesting three-unit row
house block (1404, 1406, and 1408), all of which are occupied (Figure 5.25). However,
the center house has been the focus of two interventions: HABC and V2V. This is
noteworthy because the conditions of the two end units are excellent, and the unit with

Figure 5.24. 1426 Argyle Avenue, 1428 Argyle Avenue and 1440 Argyle Avenue,
2018.
129
This is not a question answered in the thesis, but an important question that came about during the map
analysis and the on-the-ground survey itself. There is an ultimate goal of saving the buildings, but when
should creating new housing take precedence?
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the interventions is good. This may be another demonstration that if a unit is beginning to
deteriorate it is time to step in before it is abandoned so that the quality of the two side
units can be saved. This monetary decision demonstrates that there is thought that in
order to prevent complete abandonment and increase in blight, some intervention must
occur no matter how small. This small 3-house row is juxtaposed across the street from a
much larger, nineteen-unit row. The adjacent row has twelve vacant buildings, but no
interventions from V2V or Project C.O.R.E or HABC. However, both of the corner units
are occupied, and the majority of the buildings are in fair-to-excellent conditions. This
may explain why the city does not see the need for an intervention yet to try and dissuade
the number of vacancies from growing. This also may be a sign of confusion among city
organizations about who actually has control over these units. The housing stock is good,
and therefore people may come in and purchase them without incentives. 130 Thus, the
programs are focused across the street where there are 3 buildings, and the rest is vacant
land that can be used as manicured greenspace.
Without the aid of guidelines from a historic district, it is understandable why this
part of Upton does not have high maintained integrity. This area also does not see as
much investment, and has a high density of vacancy, so without caretakers, it is nearly
impossible to care for the historic fabric of a house. The housing stock is not graded as
some of the best, which means the houses are used out of the necessity for living, not for
their historic allure. This anecdote, however, does not mean these row houses are not
important to the overall story of Upton.
130
On survey day, there was at least one home improvement truck working on the houses and the majority
of the vacant buildings were boarded so as to prevent vagrants from moving indoors.
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Figure 5.25. 1404 Argyle Avenue, 1406 Argyle Avenue, and 1407 Argyle Avenue.
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Overall Observations

Figure 5.26. Graph of number of vacants per quadrant.

The neighborhood has experienced uneven disinvestment throughout. This is
apparent in the overall conditions, integrity retention, and number of vacancies by
quadrant (figure 5.26). As the neighborhood moves westward from the historic district
and the area closest to MLK Boulevard, the density of vacant row houses compared to
occupied row houses increases. The eastern portion of Upton retains much more integrity
than in the western portion. This coupled with the fact that the western portion has more
vacancies likely demonstrates that the vacant houses are contributing to a continued loss
of fabric. The historic character of the buildings helps support the argument that the
buildings should be saved, and thus, if they continue to be abandoned, there will not be a
lot of ammunition for preservationists to fight for saving the row houses on the fringe of
Upton.
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Not surprisingly, the historic district has the greatest number of buildings with a
high integrity rating, but it is confusing to see that some of those buildings lay vacant.
This raises the question of whether the CHAP guidelines are too restrictive. Do they
make it fiscally difficult to maintain a property in the historic district? The problem could
also be tied to the updated regulations that CHAP has created so that lower-income
neighborhoods can continue to preserve the integrity and occupy historically important
units. 131 This strategy of demarcating certain struggling buildings that are vacant, but not
all, on a block is risky because investment may only positively affect that building. It is
more likely though, that investment will follow investment and slowly the majority of the
buildings in fair to good condition will be re-occupied. It is apparent then, that the
historic district is an important part of Upton, both to the overall identity for the residents,
but also to the preservation of the buildings. Luckily, the boundaries of the historic
district expanded in the 1990s which is probably a reason more of the row houses here
survive with integrity and in solid condition. Thus, the historic district proves to be a
success within Upton to maintain architectural fabric and high conditions.
Along with integrity, the architectural survey helped identify the conditions of the
buildings in Upton. The buildings in Upton are ranked as 21% excellent, 40% good, 18%
fair, 13% deteriorated, and lastly, 8% ruins. These numbers help illustrate that the
housing stock in Upton, except for in the most serious cases, are capable of being
rehabilitated and reused. The percentage that is considered ruins are all vacant properties.

131
"Baltimore City Historic Preservation Rules and Regulations," Historical and Architectural Preservation,
December 8, 2015, accessed March 11, 2019, https://chap.baltimorecity.gov/rules-regulations-and-designguidelines.
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The majority of these are already portioned off for various phases of Project C.O.R.E.,
demonstrating that these buildings are understood to be unsafe for habitation. This likely
means that after the demolition, if it occurs, the neighborhood will garner more needed
greenspace, or new and improved housing stock that will entice residents back into the
area along with more investment. This would make the demolition aspect of Project
C.O.R.E. more successful than just leaving behind more troublesome vacant land.
The programs in Upton appear to be placed in strategic locations to aid the health
of overall blocks successfully. A somewhat concerning 70% of the individual units do not
have any intervention from any type of program. However, the health of the overall
blocks is more important than a single row house. So by looking at the connected row
house blocks, the majority of which, so 62.5%, are the recipients of various individual
programs or combinations of programs. One abandoned building is almost as detrimental
to recovery and reinvestment as having several abandoned units. In order to combat this,
programs are placed by selecting individual units within rows that need some degree of
help, but are not completely degraded. This enables a new owner to step in and begin the
process of rehabilitation that may increase the likelihood of investment spreading to the
entire block. By spreading out resources among various blocks, and seeming to ignore
some vacant row houses, these rows may have a greater chance of re-occupation and
revitalization without losing the historic fabric that makes them stand out as a key part of
Baltimore’s working-class residential history.
In addition, when looking at the overall numbers of vacant buildings in the survey
boundaries the intervention choices make more sense. A lot more of the interventions are
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located outside of Quadrant 1 because it has fewer vacants which makes sense since the
majority of the row houses surveyed there are in the historic district. Not to mention, 2 of
the occupied units have HABC-ownership as the intervention and these rely on
occupation for the program to work.
The V2V CDC also have been strategically placed to foster investment for Upton.
Yes, once again it is focused in Marble Hill, but 3 of the CDC units fall outside of the
historic district on 2 vacants 1530 and 1528 Druid Hill Avenue. This may be a start at an
expansion of the V2V CDC program to incorporate more units. The push could be to
encompass more buildings that have high occupancy on a given block, so the
“development cluster” is occupancy. Or, it could just be a show of good faith that the
program will at some point look to expand to areas that are not already controlled by
guidelines, but more community oriented.
The interventions closer to the commercial corridor and the historic district are
more focused on livability for the connected units. Since the housing typology and stock
is strong on the western side of Upton, Quadrants 1 and 2, it is understandable that
demolition-heavy approaches have not occurred here. However, in the eastern portion,
the blocks meant for Project C.O.R.E. should reap the benefits of funding, too.
The overall ratings for the buildings in Upton demonstrate that there is a clear
potential for the residential row houses that are there to persist. The majority of the
buildings surveyed are in fair to excellent condition. This should be a consideration when
demolition-heavy programs are set forth to revitalize any neighborhood, but especially
Upton, as 64% of the buildings surveyed retain moderate to high integrity. This is
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extremely important because it helps carry the fact that Upton is still tied to its historic
past as a working-class neighborhood through its vernacular residential architecture.

Breakdown of Program Intervention Success
The various programs in Upton demonstrate that there is some sort of investment
or focus on the neighborhood even though they are widely distributed. However, each
one has a different impact. The majority of blocks with interventions have more than one
row house touched by the assistance of a program. Some blocks have a combination of
programs, mostly V2V with either HABC or Project C.O.R.E. (sometimes even
overlapping on a single row house). The programs usually stand alone on a unit.
Although there are only 3 instances of the HABC intervention, they are all
occupied making it the most effective program at guaranteeing occupation. This is
important because it demonstrates that HABC-ownership is helping retain residents in the
surveyed area of Upton. These units are of excellent condition, or in good condition. This
is likely because of the maintenance requirements needed for HABC. In addition, the
HABC buildings are also located next to excellent or good rated condition buildings.
Although this is a great correlation to recognize, it cannot be proven to be the cause.
Nevertheless, the occupation that this intervention forces upon row houses, and the
associated maintenance requirements likely have this positive effect on the connected
row house units. The HABC-owned units also all retain a moderate level of integrity.
Once again, this likely correlates to the occupancy and the maintenance guidelines. The
row houses next door maintain high integrity, moderate, or low Thus, HABC ownership
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is successful at removing vacant buildings. It also is successful at maintaining conditions.
It helps augment the argument that occupancy is a key driver for finding good caretakers
of one unit that may inspire future row houses on a block to become inhabited.
The next program to analyze is Project C.O.R.E. This program intervenes in the
western portion of Upton, in Quadrants 3 and 4. The housing stock for these areas is
labeled as unhealthy housing stock, so it makes sense that they would become the focus
of demolition. The Phase 1 properties outlined in pink have been demolished. This is
likely for the betterment of the health of the street because the dangerous ruin-rated
buildings are no longer acting as hazards on the street. Phase 3 projects along Argyle
have not been demolished yet. Although the process is in the works, these units have
multiple good and fair rated row houses amongst the ones that are rated as ruins. Two
units are occupied that fall under Phase 3, which hopefully demonstrates that the blocks
are receiving Project C.O.R.E. funding without the demolition aspect attached. Of the
Project C.O.R.E. row houses, only 2 are considered to retain moderate integrity, the rest
are low/ no integrity. This is likely because the program starts with different housing
stock than HABC. So, although this program looks worse in terms of preservation
outcomes, it is starting with more struggling units than other programs. This leads to no
caretakers to aid in protecting the properties. Especially, as mentioned in the analysis of
Quadrant 3, along Argyle Avenue, the ruin conditions buildings and low integrity
buildings are across from a block with many more excellent and good conditions and
moderate integrity buildings. This Project C.O.R.E. intervention will likely aid in the
preservation, upkeep, and occupation of the across the street row houses because people
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will not be deterred from living in the currently standing row houses by the fact blighted
buildings are across the street. Although it is not determined if the demolition is already
slated, perhaps, the delay of demolition further indicates a shift to providing the funding
from Project C.O.R.E. to enable more community-focused and preservation-focused
plans for the row houses in Upton. Since it has already demolished the 1st two phases,
these are not viewed as successful in a preservation sense. However, if the lots are used
for the betterment of the health of the block and end up protecting the row houses that
remain, them the early phases could one day be viewed as successful. The later phases,
viewed through a preservation lens, are a success because the row houses and other
selected buildings are garnering funding that could enable developers to join in the quest
for keeping the historic fabric of Upton.
The largest intervention in Upton is V2V and the subset of V2V that is the V2V
CDC. V2V intervenes on 20 row houses: 16 of them are vacant, and 4 are occupied. The
V2V intervention is mostly on buildings that are considered ruins. This is likely the case
because the program is focused on filling vacant row houses, so by finding an owner for a
vacant building in ruinous condition, the connected row houses next that are vacant and
in better condition may also receive investment. The row houses mostly retain (13/20
units) retain moderate integrity. Although this does not seem like much, this may be an
opportunity for an investor to come in and rehabilitate a row house building to the
architectural character of Upton which will aid its identity and maintain it through
occupation and investment. A lot of the V2V buildings along Argyle are combined with
Phase 3 of Project C.O.R.E. which may aid in securing funding for the row houses on this
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block which will then help private investors come in and purchase them. V2V is
successful through preservation, so far, because it’s aiming more at filling vacant
properties that will eventually hurt a connected row house. V2V also targets units that if
they are not monitored become dilapidated and endanger the historic fabric in Upton.
V2V CDC intervenes on 14 row houses. 3 are outside of the historic district, and
the rest are inside of the historic district. Only 1 of these properties is occupied, and the
rest are vacant. 3 are in good condition, 1 is in fair condition, and 9 are in deteriorated
condition. Only one retains low integrity, the rest are moderate or high. This is important
to recognize since the V2V CDC is focused on the historic district, the row houses that
garner attention from this program should be ones that are considered at-risk properties.
These at-risk properties can then entice a homebuyer based on incentives that will help
maintain the integrity by following the guidelines set out by CHAP. For the row houses
that have this intervention that fall just outside of the historic district, the V2V CDC
program may enable them to more readily be included into the Marble Hill historic
district boundaries. V2V CDC is doing well as a preservation tool. It could be improved
by focusing on lower rated building or adding more V2V CDC properties outside of the
historic district.
All of the programs, whether combined with one another or not, clearly have a
positive effect on the row house blocks within Upton. The V2V CDC and regular V2V
seem to have the most effect because the programs offer incentives to homeowners and
help draw attention to vacant properties that may slowly cause more blight in the
neighborhood. In addition, HABC, since its focus is providing low-income housing and
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they have requirements to uphold for livable conditions, demonstrate the importance of
occupation. Thus, by filling units that would otherwise be vacant HABC is proving to be
a good steward and promoter of living within Upton. The programs and success of V2V
CDC may be a cause for creating more community development clusters in the western
part of Upton. Instead of championing a strong historic district identity, the development
cluster here could be focused around greenspace or a community park. This could happen
could with the already-demolished buildings along Argyle Avenue where vacant land
should become a community asset, and not an eyesore which will lead to expanded
blight.

Overall Observations Concerning Program Effects on Adjacent Row Houses
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All four intervention programs demonstrate success with struggling row houses in
Upton, It, however, is important to analyze how, and if, interventions affect the adjacent
buildings. By looking at Table 5.9, it is possible to see that no intervention heavily
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outweighs how many buildings that do have interventions (table 5.9). But, does this mean
that the buildings without intervention are not being aided by the few examples of
program placement along a block?
Quadrant 1 Adjacency Analysis
In Quadrant 1 there are six examples of program intervention on row houses. Two
of the programs, V2V and HABC, are applied onto corner units. In the V2V instance, the
building itself is in good condition and maintains moderate integrity. It is on a block that
has majority good conditions and moderate integrity for the row houses that are
connected to it. The HABC unit is in excellent condition with moderate integrity.
Immediately next to it is a row house in good condition with high integrity. The whole
block ranks good to excellent for existing conditions and averages moderate integrity.
The building immediately adjacent to it has a V2V CDC intervention. This is noteworthy
because this building is vacant, and has the lowest existing condition (good) on this block
amongst the excellent ranked buildings. All of these corner unit interventions are located
within the historic district of this quadrant.
Outside of the historic district, V2V CDC exists on two connected row houses.
These units are both vacant and are ranked as deteriorated condition. These units also
have moderate and low maintained integrity. They are connected to two units in good
condition with moderate integrity. Lastly, in Quadrant 1 there is another HABC building
that is occupied that is in good condition with moderate integrity that is connected to
units also in good condition.
Quadrant 2 Adjacency Analysis
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In Quadrant 2 there are a lot more instances of interventions. This is because there
is a larger amount of properties in this analytical section of the map. There are three
corner units with interventions in this quadrant. All of these corner units are located
within the historic district and are part of the V2V CDC program. All of these corner
units are vacant and ranked as having deteriorated existing conditions. The remaining
integrity is moderate for one, and then the rest both have high integrity. This is important
because all of these corner units have the lowest-rated existing condition for their blocks,
but do have the same or higher remaining integrity. This aligns with what can be seen in
the interventions in Quadrant 1.
In Quadrant 2, there are eight instances of V2V CDC that are on vacant units in
the middle of blocks as well. Only one of these falls outside of the historic district. This
unit is deteriorated and is ranked with moderate integrity. Once again, this unit, 1307
Druid Hill Avenue, is the lowest-rated row house for existing conditions on this block.
All of the other row houses have excellent conditions. The row house does have moderate
integrity whereas 1305 next to it only has low. This is the only unit on the block that has
low integrity, but has excellent existing conditions. Of the remaining row houses that
have V2V CDC intervention within the historic district, all of the buildings have lowerranking conditions than the adjacent row houses. Only 1326 Druid Hill Avenue is an
occupied unit with an intervention. All of the units with interventions also have the same
maintained integrity rating, or lower ratings. The row house blocks in the 1400 block and
1300 block of Druid Hill Avenue have multiple instances of the V2V CDC intervention
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which demonstrates the programs desire to create a cluster of viable houses for a
developer, as opposed to a single unit.
Outside of the historic district, V2V is the program intervention in Quadrant 2.
All of the interventions are focused on units within two row house blocks along 1300
Division Street. Only one intervention is seen on an occupied unit, which may
demonstrate that the process of the house going into receivership is on-going, or that it
has recently been purchased. The rest of the interventions are on units that have lower
existing conditions ratings, either ruins or deteriorated, in comparison to their adjacent
properties. Here it can also be seen that the corner units have the highest existing
conditions ratings. This is noteworthy because if issues are occurring in the center of a
block it can spread to the other units. Thus the problems need to be rectified before the
spreading can occur to the better-rated corner units of the blocks.
Etting Street, as mentioned previously, does not have any interventions. All of the
buildings here are in fair to excellent condition, except for one vacant row house that is in
deteriorated conditions. In addition, the two row houses immediately adjacent to it are in
fair condition which although still very habitable will become an issue in the future.
Since these three properties are vacant, this should be a place where an intervention is
placed so that further degradation does not spread to an otherwise healthy block on Etting
Street.
Quadrant 3 Adjacency Analysis
In Quadrant 3, there are a lot more vacant row houses where interventions are and
could be implemented. Project C.O.R.E. occurs at 1200-1224 Argyle Avenue. This is the
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only instance of corner unit intervention in Quadrant 3. Here Project C.O.R.E. acts as a
way to tackle a whole block of vacant buildings. However, 1218-1214 Argyle Avenue,
there is 1 building occupied and in excellent condition, albeit with low integrity, but only
one building is ranked as in ruins conditions. This may further the fact that Project
C.O.R.E. by phase 3 was not as demolition focused as it once was. In addition, 12001212 Argyle Avenue also has V2V interventions as well. The V2V program is focused on
individual units on the row that are in the worst condition, ruins. Except for the corner
unit that is in good condition and retains moderate integrity. This looks to be a sign that
the two programs are working together on this block so that the buildings that are ranked
as ruins are the primary focus of receiving new ownership, or a caretaker to aid in the
properties’ health before its negatives can spread and cause blight throughout the block.
The other V2V program interventions occur on 1305 Myrtle Avenue and 1213,
1309, and 1329 Argyle Avenue. All of the units, except for 1329 Argyle, are middle
units. They are all vacant row houses with either ruin conditions or fair conditions. 1305
Myrtle Avenue is ruinous and is next to two other adjacent ruin-rated buildings. Only two
units on the whole 1300 block of Myrtle Avenue have moderate maintained integrity, the
others rank as low. This intervention is placed on a unit that has the lowest combined
ratings for the block which may be a step to bring more attention to the fact that the
whole block is beginning to fall into more disrepair as only two buildings are in good
condition. Of the Argyle V2V interventions, all of the programs are placed on row houses
that have a fair existing condition rating. Only 1309 Argyle has an adjacent unit with a
lower condition, ruin, next to it. All of the other interventions are placed on the lowest-
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rated condition for a block. This outlier may be because the block overall is in good
health except for three buildings and the whole block has moderate integrity. Thus, by
calling attention to a unit that needs repair work, but is not as bad as its neighbor, maybe
a new owner will come in and work with both properties for the aid of the whole block.
From 1304-1332 Myrtle Avenue, there are eight row houses that currently sit
vacant. There are no interventions for this block. The reason this is interesting is that the
central unit, 1318 Myrtle Avenue, is in ruin conditions amongst majority deteriorated
units. Similar to Etting Street in Quadrant 2, this is a block where an intervention should
be located on the center ruin-rated building so that the already deteriorated buildings do
not continue to degrade, or affect the health of the fair and good rated buildings to which
they are connected on the block.
Quadrant 4 Adjacency Analysis
Quadrant 4, similar to Quadrant 3, has a high prevalence of vacant properties.
There is an example of Phase 3 of Project C.O.R.E. intervention at 1430-1440 Argyle
Avenue. All of the units are vacant and in ruin condition except for one that is
deteriorated and one, the corner unit, that is in good condition. They all maintain low
integrity. This may be an example of trying to demolish the buildings or provide a full
group of row houses for a developer to purchase them and rehabilitate the units.
Along this same block, not connected, however, there is V2V intervention at
1410, 1420, and 1424 Argyle Avenue. The corner row house, 1424 Argyle, is in ruin
condition, but is occupied. Next to it is a vacant row house that is rated as ruins, and then
it is1430 Argyle that is vacant and rated as ruin. These three units all maintain low
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integrity. They are also the lowest-rated units on the block, which explains why there are
two interventions that are placed on three units. 1418 Argyle is in fair condition which
explains why no intervention is on that vacant unit. 1410 Argyle is a fair condition unit
with moderate integrity that sits between a good-rated building and another fair rated
building. Thus, once again the intervention is placed on the lower-rated vacant property
In addition to these three units receiving mediation from V2V, 1406 Myrtle
Avenue garners intervention from it along with HABC. This unit is part of a three-row
house row, and it is the center unit. It is also the lower-rated condition (good) while the
other two adjacent properties are in excellent condition. One maintains moderate
integrity, like the unit with interventions, and the other has low integrity. This further
provides evidence that interventions are being placed on properties that may eventually
spread deterioration to connected, adjacent row house buildings along a row.
Overall Adjacency Analysis
Of all of the properties with intervention (50), 98% of the interventions are placed
on properties that have the same or lower rated existing conditions than their adjacent
properties. This is also true for the maintained integrity ratings as well. This demonstrates
that overall the interventions are being placed on properties that, if left unchecked, might
encourage the spread of blight or degradation throughout a block of historic row houses.
For the 124 vacant row houses in Upton, only 33% of them are recipients of
interventions. Not all of the vacant houses can receive intervention, but some of the
blocks, like 1300 division Street or 1300 Myrtle Street, are starting to see symptoms of
the degradation of a central row house unit, and that will begin to affect the overall
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health, i.e. the existing conditions and integrity, of those row house blocks. Thus, the fact
that the most decayed buildings on a block are the targets of intervention, there is hope
that the blight will stop with those units before spreading to the healthier ones on the
same block.
The row houses adjacent to row houses with program intervention seem to be
faring better in terms of condition, and the same if not better, in terms of integrity.
Although intervention and these positive outcomes do not prove causation, there is
something to be said that investment in one deteriorated property may help preserve and
save the connected historic row house right next door. Thus, the adjacency strategy
appears to be a clear example of preservation being used to save the architectural
character of Upton.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Upton in Baltimore City is an example of the residential working-class row house
architecture that contributes to Baltimore’s architectural identity. Upton was a historically
African-American neighborhood and it continues to be. The neighborhood has been home
to many important historical figures and historical movements throughout the growth and
expansion of the city. However, late twentieth-century social change in the neighborhood
precipitated out-migration that has led to abandonment, and rising vacancy rates of these
important buildings.
Abandonment and disinvestment in Upton has spawned significant blight
throughout the neighborhood. Many leaders wonder if saving and preserving the
neighborhood’s historic architecture is integral to improving Upton’s overall health. To
demonstrate investment and interest in aiding Upton, Baltimore City and Maryland State
government began placing programs in the area to resolve the high density of vacant
properties. These methods were not preservation-focused. Rather they focused on filling
vacant properties or demolishing them if there was no safe or feasible way to inhabit the
structures. Assessment of the Marble Hill Historic District, Vacants to Value, Project
C.O.R.E. and Housing Authority of Baltimore City-owned properties reveals, however,
that these programs have inherent preservation approaches underscoring their policies as
part of their effort to revitalize Upton.
Assessment of the previous plans carried out by the city reveals that some
strategies to mitigate vacancies in lower-income neighborhoods came at the cost of losing
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existing housing stock. However, this does not appear to have been the case in Upton
when examining current interventions. Understandably, it is impossible for the city to
revitalize a neighborhood without considering of eliminating dilapidated structures. This
should not be the main course of action. That is why this thesis examined how the
interventions work at a larger block-scale and at an individual unit scale. By looking at a
larger scale, the city uses its resources in a way that they can have the most impact for a
block where usable historic housing stock remains. The overall good-to-excellent
conditions and medium-to high-integrity of Upton make it a neighborhood primed for
programs that plan to work with the existing architecture to secure a healthier functioning
neighborhood.
Upton deserves more investment and less demolition because the community
residents are concerned about its well-being. The neighborhood has many involved
community groups that promote its character and identity as one that is integral to the
history of Baltimore City. The Upton Planning Committee INC., promotes the
neighborhood as one that should continue to be a part of Baltimore no matter what the
cost. This is a key part of why Upton warrants more investment because there is a clear
audience of people who are not only willing to live in the area but are willing to fight for
it as it stands now (blighted and struggling) so that it can become a “cultural
wellspring”(livable and improving) once again. 132 This argument for investment by
community leaders and activists is supported by the fact that the architecture in Upton
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“Historic Upon Neighborhood: 2026 Master Plan,” Lamar Wilson Associates, 2016. accessed March04,
2019, 12.
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can be saved, adapted, and reused to better serve community needs. This is seen
especially through the transformation of Project C.O.R.E. which began as a demolitionheavy funded program. Now this program has turned into a funding program for
community needs. Community leaders supported this change by coming together,
speaking out, and applying for grants to fund projects that would benefit the community
as a whole whilst also aiding struggling buildings in the community.
Overall Baltimore City’s plans and programs, although focused on eliminating
blight and vacancy in Upton, have also served as successful preservation interventions.
The city understands that removing all vacant and abandoned row houses would be
detrimental to the identity of Upton. Not to mention this would likely cause more of a
housing issue based on the fact that whole row house blocks would need to be removed,
instead of just a single rundown unit, and risk being fiscally irresponsible. By
implementing interventions throughout Upton on blocks with severe vacancy of row
houses, the city hedges its bets that it will find investors willing to rehabilitate existing
architectural fabric that is tied to, and thus saves links to, the history of Upton. The
continuous efforts demonstrate the desire to rectify past issues. However, they still need
to expand for preservation to be a focus, too. The programs also seem to be beginning to
focus less on demolition as the main option for solving blight.
Specifically, there are a few aspects of the programs and interventions that can
further positively affect blighted areas. First, there is heavy disinvestment in the western
part of Upton. The row house blocks west of the Marble Hill historic district, reveal an
obvious decline in how those historic row houses are treated due to an increase in
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vacancy and blight without an increase in program intervention on properties. Second,
occupation plays the next largest role in the condition and overall integrity of the historic
row houses. As seen along Etting Street, the fact that 64% of the row houses are occupied
and 79% of existing conditions are fair to excellent and 64% of the row houses maintain
high or moderate integrity.
HABC owned units provides a clear example of successful preservation. Its
ability to provide a vacant building an occupant and a steward through affordable housing
helps make it a successful preservation program. This is one aspect of policy that should
be enacted into more public housing programs. It makes it possible for current housing
stock to be rehabilitated instead of forcing new buildings to be built.
Another inherently preservation focused aspect of a program is that V2V is
making many strides to find investors and new owners for vacant buildings. The historic
properties selected for this program are many times not the most degraded or rundown
unit on a block. Or if they are, the overall block is in relatively viable condition and
maintains integrity. Thus, through the programs selection process of which vacants will
become a part of the program, there is clearly a quest to save the historic buildings. V2V
also adds incentives for people to live close to where they work. This incentive is
important to help increase the population of a struggling historic city. A suggestion would
be that V2V offer rehabilitation classes or lectures that help homebuyers, or would-be
buyers understand what it means to own a historic house, and how they can rehabilitate it
without the loss of the architectural identity of the row house. This would help people
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who fear they do not have the tools to complete a proper rehabilitation project realize hot
to revive a vacant row house unit into a successful occupied row house.
V2V CDC is also working well for preservation goals. The development cluster
enables houses in the historic district to continue to be in livable conditions and upkeep to
remain in the historic district. Thus, based on the selection of V2V CDC presence in
Upton’s Marble Hill, preservation has influence on policy. However, it should expand to
encompass more of the Upton neighborhood. There is the possibility for it to be located
closer to the Pennsylvania Commercial corridor, or around corner units. This would give
life to vacant commercial and retail buildings, as well as the row houses next to them.
The Project C.O.R.E. program started as demolition-heavy, but has transformed
into a program that can be useable for preservation needs. The demolitions occurred in
the early phases, and removed a lot of the historic fabric from Upton. However, there is a
possibility that the vacant land be adapted to support new needs of the Upton community.
By reusing the vacant land, and taking into account the needs of residents, the
demolitions may prove to have helped aid in restoring occupation to surrounding row
houses. The projects selected for later stages have not been demolished. This could be the
moment where the program enables preservation and community involvement to really
take over. The funding could be used to help rehabilitate the vacant row houses, or the
struggling blocks and make them viable once more. The funding could also help alleviate
the expense of proper historic restorations. This would make certain that the decorated
row house type is not lost on the fringes of the neighborhood.
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Overall, Upton retains so much of its historic character and historic fabric that
previous programs and the ones studied in this thesis do not appear to have caused too
much harm. This is especially true through the fact that Project C.O.R.E. no longer has
enough funding to carry out full-scale demolition. Thus, its use of focusing on giving
funding to community needs is an important aspect that should be carried through to new
plans. HABC’s ability to provide tenants to the lowest-rated building on a block also
demonstrates a preservation approach of providing a caretaker to a building to prevent
further degradation. Lastly, V2V also targets the lower-rated condition units on a row
house block in order to spark investment. It also attempts to locate blocks with multiple
deteriorated units and provide incentives there before blight and vacancy can deter
investors or current residents to leave healthy, and occupied adjacent units. This is
especially obvious in V2V CDC where the majority of the interventions are placed on
units located near or in the historic district that are vacant or are the most-struggling in
comparison to the adjacent row houses. The historic district plays a key role, but by
adding the selective element of lowest rated vacant and not just attaching the intervention
to any unit, the V2V CDC has a preservation component. It aids in maintaining all of the
work that the designation has done since its boundaries were created by attempting to
remove neglectful owners, or just find new investors and owners for the struggling units
in order to prevent blight.
The most important, and overlapping preservation positive, is the strategic
selection of where the programs are being implemented. The interventions are not going
onto the highest rated building but are being placed on buildings that may ultimately
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spread blight to their adjacent row houses. This is especially true with corner row houses.
If a corner unit is the worst house on block, it needs an intervention before it can spread
to less-coveted units. If the center unit on a block of connected row houses is degraded, it
is likely to spread and demolition would be much costlier. So, by adding an intervention
that can save the building before it and its adjacent units is too far gone is a clear
preservation approach. Thus all of these aspects could be promoted as a preservation tool
or a preservation policy to handle the vacant row house dilemma.
Recommendations
How would removing Upton’s historic row houses affect the identity of the
community? This is an extremely important question because, although west Baltimore
has struggled for many decades, the row house type has also kept it tied to the
architecture for which the greater Baltimore area is known. If the row houses are
removed in struggling areas, and only kept in historic districts or neighborhoods like Fells
Point or Bolton Hill, this lack of neighborhood defining character could continue to cause
the desertion of Upton and throughout the city. That is why it is imperative that
preservation should be at the center of investment plans and vacancy-abatement plans.
Without a preservation purpose, community members will lose a sense of maintained
identity and there will no longer be a consistent group of individuals willing to live in and
fight for the working-class neighborhood.
In addition to preservation receiving a larger seat at the table when trying to fix
the vacancy issue in Baltimore City, community leaders should be given a larger say.
Yes, city council meetings and town hall type meetings are important, but more city
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officials should be trying to communicate with representatives so they understand what
the community believes it needs. Sometimes, the neighborhood may agree that the
demolition of a blighted block is a necessity and that’s fine. However, their preferences
for where funding should go should be given larger consideration, especially since they
are the people, usually, living in the community, and closer to the situation on the ground.
Baltimore City could reevaluate the zoning in Upton. Most of the neighborhood is
zoned for residential use, but there are areas where it may be beneficial for the overall
health of the neighborhood to garner more commercial and mixed-use zoning. The new
zoning would coincide well with the incentives of living where you work promoted by
V2V and CDC. Also, on struggling streets, buildings could be zoned for commercial use
as well. This would be useful for the northern part of Etting Street where many of the
buildings are large and could benefit from commercial use. The change in zoning could
also have the potential for creating more options for the CDC, especially if they expanded
this program away from Marble Hill, and not just along Pennsylvania Avenue.
In addition, Upton has a great asset of vacant land. Not only from demolition, like
Project C.O.R.E., but also because of the current layout of the neighborhood. This
resource needs to be utilized. The areas could be redeveloped within Upton, so that the
row-house type could aid in creating more residential units to deal with housing issues.
These could include new units like Sojourner Place at Argyle that provide affordable
housing for city residents. The land could also become greenspace for community parks,
playgrounds, or urban farms. This use would make the neighborhood more inviting while
also making it place for more community socialization.
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Importance of Pushing Preservation to the Forefront
As the final chapter for this thesis was being drafted, Baltimore City and its
Department of Housing and Community Development announced a new “Community
Development Framework (C.D.F.).” 133 This framework, announced by the Baltimore Sun
on February 26, 2019, demonstrates that the city is already seeking more input from the
community in order to launch “a new era of neighborhood investment.” 134 The C.D.F
identifies four investment zones: east, west, southwest, and Park Heights. 135 This new
plan is applicable to this thesis because Upton is one of the focus neighborhoods for the
west investment zone. The zones are all important to the history of Baltimore. All have
seen years of disinvestment. Michael Braverman, the commissioner of DHCD and the
mastermind behind Vacants to Value, said, “While each area is generally low-income,
they have clusters of stable residents, for-profit and nonprofit stakeholders and beautiful
architecture.” 136 In addition, Mayor Catherine Pugh, current mayor of Baltimore City
who split HABC and DHCD into two government entities in 2017, said “the housing
department’s focus is to find ways to reverse decades of disinvestment — and encourage
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development in areas away from the waterfront.” 137 This announcement is important
because it outlines future steps in Baltimore city’s quest to end the vacant building crisis.
This framework, however, is just that, a framework. Although it is an important
step forward, there is continued need for community leaders, city officials, and investors
to work together. They must figure out how to contain the spread of vacancy, and spur
investment not just in the four investment zones selected, and not solely through
demolition. As the DHCD document states, “The strategic Framework is a living
document. It is not a detailed roadmap but the start of a dialogue with our
partners…DHCD invites comments on this document now and as it evolves.” 138 By
acknowledging that they are willing to take criticism, praise, and general questions, this
plan may work. This is light-years ahead of the plans and programs that enabled city
officials to go into neighborhoods, deem something as not livable and therefore, prepare
it for demolition without input from people who would be dealing with the consequences
of this action for days, weeks, or years to come.
One recommendation that could aid this framework is creation of a community
coalition monthly meeting. Scheduled meetings between one community organization
and city officials is a start. The possibilities and problems could be solved on a grander
scale if community leaders from all of the investment areas, government officials, and
investors all come together in a workshop environment where everyone’s opinions could
be heard. Although a formal setting is always an attractive idea, an informal monthly
137
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meeting that rotates in community spaces throughout the investment zones, and city
offices, could prove to everyone involved the importance of this framework and
participation.
Another interesting position of the framework could be creating a preservationfocused, neighborhood revitalization planner position. Although DHCD has a “Deputy
Commissioner, Homeownership, and Housing Preservation” position, a preservation
planner could expand to include viability for both commercial and residential buildings.
This position could establish a rubric, or hierarchy, for vacant and struggling buildings
that would otherwise be slated for demolition. 139 This rubric could have many factors,
including integrity, existing conditions (in Upton’s case the analysis and appendix of this
thesis could be useful a start), and importance to the community.
The completion of this thesis coincides with the announcement of a neighborhood
investment fund for Baltimore. Through this, the city is acknowledging: 1. The vacancy
and disinvestment issues, 2. The need for a solution, and 3. The willingness to act so that
the residential, working-class row house architecture provides an important connection to
the social and economic viability of its historic neighborhoods. Although many of these
row houses are vacant and blighted, they are significant to the Baltimore’s architectural
identity. With new programs and policies that weigh preservation and community
involvement more heavily as a blight removal tool than demolition, Baltimore can
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This would be a very useful tool because DHCD Commissioner Braverman states that the money from
the investment funds “builds on other community development tools, including using code enforcement to
force the sale of abandoned houses, demolishing heavily blighted properties and making grants and loans to
homeowners for repairs...” Thus, demolition is still a very real threat to the historic fabric of Upton, and the
other neighborhoods without a dedicated community liaison and preservationist working to create a
hierarchy, the buildings slated for demolition could be a lot more significant than anyone knows.
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continue to be thought of as a “Charm City” filled with row houses that are its most
famous and prevalent architectural type.
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Appendix A
Survey Photographs of Myrtle Avenue
Odd numbered side of the 1200 Block of Myrtle Avenue
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131

132

133

134

135

136

1300 block Myrtle

137

138

139

140

141

142

Even 1300 block of Myrtle Avenue
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144

145

1400 block of Myrtle

146

147

148

149

150

151

Even 1400 Myrtle
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Appendix B
Survey Photographs of Argyle Avenue

1200 Block of Argyle Avenue
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154

155

156

157

158

159

Even side of 1200 Argyle

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

1300 block of Argyle Avenue

167

168

169

170

171

172

1401 and 1403 Argyle

173

Evens 1400 Block

174

175

176

177

Sojourner Place at Argyle Avenue
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Appendix C
Survey Photographs of Division Avenue
1200block of Division Street
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180

181

182

1300 Block of Division Street

183

184

185

186

187

Even side of 1300 Division

188

189

190

191

192

Community Center on Division Street

193

1400 Division Street
Demolition Debris along Division Street
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Even side of 1400 Block of Division Street

195

196

197

Odd Side 1600 Block of Division Street

198

199

200

201

Even side 1600 Block of Division Street

202

203

204

1632, the second to last house, in the picture below is a residence of Thurgood Marshall.
As noted by a placard attached to the house.
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Appendix D
Survey Photographs of Etting Street
Odd side of 1200 Block of Etting

206

207

208

209

210

Even side of 1200 Block of Etting

211

212

1212 Etting attached to Sharp Street Memorial United Methodist Church

213

Images of potential commercial buildings on Upper Etting Street
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Appendix E
Survey Photographs of Druid Hill Avenue

Odd side of the 1200 Block of Druid Hill Avenue
Union Baptist Church

215

Even side of 1200 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

216

217

218

219

220

Odd side of the 1300 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

221

Even Side of the 1300 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

222

223

224

Odd side of the 1400 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

225

226

227

228

Even side of the 1400 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

229

230

231

232

233

Odd side of the 1500 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

234

235

236

237

Even side of the 1500 Block of Druid Hill

238

239

240

Odd side of the 1600 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

241

YMCA Building on Upton

242

Trinity Church of Upton

243

Even side of the 1600 Block of Druid Hill Avenue

244

245
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Appendix F
Survey Data Excel Sheet
Address

1207
Myrtle
Avenue

1209
Myrtle

1211
Myrtle

1213
Myrtle

1215
Myrtle

Existing Integrit Overall Descriptions
Conditi y
on
Good
Low/
low integrity- loss of attached building, cornice is
No
covered up (helps the condition). windows have all
Integrit been redone.
y
owned by the city council HCD
http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/pages/view
details.aspx?County=03&SearchType=ACCT&Ward
=17&SECTION
Good
Modera owned by Dane equities
te
condition is good minus peeling paint
Integrit integrity- cornice is original and is attached, peeling
y
paint. window sills have been replaced. door transom
and half oval window is in better shape. brick
pointing looks redone
Fair
Low/
bottom floor windows are boarded
No
the upper cornice is covered up with the same as
Integrit 1207. brick looks to have the same treatment as 1209
y
and 1213
dsc. 0422-0424
http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/pages/view
details.aspx?County=03&SearchType=ACCT&Ward
Fair
Modera condition- good condition, clearly being fixed/ has
te
been touched up
Integrit cornice detail is original , some missing pieces ,but
y
intact better than 1211, windows are replaced, door
surround looks ok
dsc0424 0426 0428
Fair
Low/
work being completed on it like 1213
No
cornice is in better condition but the doors and
Integrit windows are both boarded up
y
brick looks touched up owned by same development
firm
0427, 0429
http://sdat.dat.maryland.gov/realproperty/pages/view
details.aspx?County=03&
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1217
Myrtle

Good

1219
Myrtle

Good

1303
Myrtle

Low/
No
Integrit
y

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

0429
cornice is falling off, bricks have been redone, steps
look as if they were altered. window and door
treatments are new sash. the cellar windows are
cemented in
same description as 1215, clearly worked on at the
same time
next to an empty lot but people are living here
looks well cared for
great condition for an ending building
the parapet is a bit tall but looks good
the bricks looked good and the building looks well
cared for and the door surround looks to be original
windows are the only true give away of alterations
cellar windows are

1200
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

corner building- good integrity. parapet is high but
makes sense for the height of the building
steps look original as do the door and its surrounds
window sills looks good, sash has been changed out
cellar windows are not cemented in

1202
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

recently redoneall windows, cornice details and door
details look original--> newly painted
howeverwindow sash is new, window cellar
treatments is new as well but not cemented over.

1204
Myrtle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

parapet and cornice detail is starting to collapse
window sills have been replaced. door transoms and
surround looks to be original. trim has been replaced
windows are new one over one

1206
Myrtle

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1208
Myrtle

Good

updated parapet detail but not unhistoric--> covering
up the older cornice detail
windows and doors look great as do the cellar
windows
sills have been replaced
form stone exterior is painted which is not integrity
for the building
the cornice detail is replaced with formstone-->
attempt at creating the continuation of the cornice
with colors
door surround looks good but painting and new door

Low/
No
Integrit
y
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detracts from it

1210
Myrtle

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1212
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1214
Myrtle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1216
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1218
Myrtle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1304
Myrtle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1306
Myrtle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

door is boarded up
the brick, although painted, look to be original as do
the window treatments and the door details. cornice
detail is good. gutter is having issues
although it is having issues the integrity appears to be
high
pink building 0434 0435
cornice detail is good, the bricks look good which
could be because they are painted
the pediment looks to be freshly painted
only issue is the first floor cellar windows
the material covering the bricks is not an integretizing
feature, but if it were removed it might be better off
the steps look good. the door surround and trim look
to be wood original
the sash of the windows is not original and the sills
have been replaced
no roof
low integrity because of the roof collapse and the
steps have been redone
the condition really affects it but the window sash and
door trim look to be good
0440
the permastone on it looks good as do the steps
as a corner unit it does a good job at being taller and
the cornice detail looks good
door behind screen could be original and transom
looks good
0446 0447
cornice detail is wood and still exists
the door surround is new but the windows look good
the cellar windows are bricked in. clearly part of the
other structure was removed and nit was not meant to
be a corner structure0460
same description as 1304
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1308
Myrtle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

cornice is only missing a few piecessteps look altered
as does the door entry way. the cellar has been
blocked upthat windows on the first floor are
replacements and the upper part of the window is also
filled in
cornice is good
the bottom half of the structure has broken windows
and other issues
the door transom looks like its altered
the 2nd and 3rd floor sash looks like it could be
original or it is just degraded from the fact window
panes are missing
best part is the cornice on the building
everything else has been altered, measures probably
taken to prevent lots of rapid failure
0462
cement blocked windows and boarded up openings

1312
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1314
Myrtle
Ave

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1316
Myrtle
Ave

Deterior
ated

cornice is still there but failing
has been quite altered not much of it remains for
integrity

1318
Myrtle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1320
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1322
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

1324
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

Collapse has a cornice but the front decoration is
missing (ghost mark in photo)
steps have shifted and all openings are replaced with
cardboard
0464
cornice detail, and upper windows look like they
could be wood original
bottom floor is boarded up
0464
wood sills and cornice and door frame look to be
original
paint on brick is failing
cellar windows are boarded up
roof is starting to have issues

roof collapse
lots of formstone but steps are collapsed and nothing
remains in the openings except for cardboard
0462
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1326
Myrtle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

cornice work is good
sills are replacements
windows replaced as well
cellar windows replace 0468
housing notice on front door

1328
Myrtle

Good

same as 1328

1330
Myrtle

Good

1332
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

1339
myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1341
myrtle

Good

1343
myrtle

Ruins

1345
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

1401
Myrtle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

same as 1326 and 1328

boarded up
clearly in transition to become livable housing
cornice is altered is cover like the others earlier on the
side of the street
wood sills and door jamb could be original
0468 0470
formstone corner building (central buildings clearly
demolished)windows and doors look to be good
integritycellar windows not boarded up0473
much like 1326
the cornice looks redone but looks good
updated brick ad window sills
steps falling apart
upper window sash and door frame look good
bottom floor is boarded up as are the cellar windows
cornice looks good
even though windows are missing the sills and sash
look to be good
0477
cornice is missing bottom piece
cellar is there
door jamb looks good
stairs look proper
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1403
Myrtle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

formstone
cornice is still in place
door surrounds steps in tact
sash looks good
windows are missing and boarded up

1405
Myrtle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

same integrity as 1403 myrtle
missing window sash
cornice paint chipping
0487

1407
Myrtle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1409
Myrtle

Good

High
Integrit
y

1411
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

cornice detail is in good condition
the windows are all boarded up, probably good for
the protection of the interior
the covering on the bricks is probably a protective
layer but is not great for character defining feature.
window sills look good
door surround is in good condition
bricks look good and the window trim and sills could
be original. sash has been replaced. cornice is in great
condition with all of the dentils and molds looking
proper
0488
cornice is great condition
door has been altered but ornament has been carried
through. windows at the top could have og sash
clearly newer alteration
0489

1413
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y
Fair
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1415
Myrtle

1417
Myrtle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

same description as 1411, probably redone around the
same time. steps are not the marble but similar stoop
design
0489
painted blue originally but the blue paint is peeling
awayboarded up. cornice is in semi ok condition but
is connected to 1419. windows are replaced. and the
seam between the buildings has been opened up.steps
looks good
similar to 1415 but the building has a protective
covering on the bricks
window sills have been replaced but the sash look
good.
the cornice detail looks good
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decorative elements covered up by the protective
material. surrounded by vacant buildings

1419
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

1421
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

1423
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

1425
Myrtle

Fair

1427
Myrtle

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1429
Myrtle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1431
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

next to a structure with no roof
except for the shell of the building no true integrity.
no cornice work, no windows remain, formstone
0492
roof collapse
same integrity as 1419 . about 2 sash and windows
remain and the door transom looks good as does the
formstone. cellar has colored blocks around it
same description as 1421. roof issues, cellar window
boarded up but stone around it is not painted. the
formstone remains
cornice is missing a few parts
windows sash and sills look good
windows are broken, roof is intact
door surround and steps look good
1st floor boarded up and the cellar windows are
covered
cornice is in great condition
sills have been replaced
either formstone has fallen off or it was only placed
around the door which is odd
roof is having issues
steps look good
0494
window sash and sills look good
cornice is in great condition and carries historic
design formstone looks good
although the first floor is boarded up it looks to be in
good condition
steps look good
it is next to an occupied unit. does this have an affect
steps look good
first floor looks good except clearly all sash and
surrounds have been replaced along with the door. the
cornice looks very accurate and flows into the houses
next to it
0494
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1433
Myrtle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1435
Myrtle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1437
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1404
Myrtle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1406
Myrtle

Good

1408
Myrtle

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1201
Argyle

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y

much like 1431 however not occupied so much of it
wear is visible
the windows are all open or boarded up
the cornice is dirty but looks to be in good condition
door surround is getting fixed and looks like the brick
has recently been repointed
current state of being repaired cornice is in good
conditionthe door has the ghost marks of missing
transomdoor and windows are cemented in probably
for safety as it is being altered
corner building so parapet is as expected
the door and windows have been updated
the door is missing its old ornamentation but bricks
look new
and the sills are brick and either are original or have
been replaced to replicated older look
jack aches are g
first of 3 on the evens side of myrtle in the 1400
block
covered with protective layer for bricks
steps look good
cornice and parapet detail look good
little worse for the wear than 1404 but cornice looks
good
door surround looks to be wood and original
window sash and surrounds look good
windows have all been replaced most likely
0513
not occupied- based off of board in front of the door
but looks great as a corner building. sills have clearly
been replaced as have the windows
the parapet and cornice offer the best character
defining features
cornice in good repair
brick looks good
door surround has the decoration that was probably a
later addition
low because of the window sills but updated so
understandable and good use of making a corner
building in good repair
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1200
Argyle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

door surround looks good
stucco on bricks does not go all the way so unclear if
that is because it has peeled off or what
cornice looks good and paint is still there
lintels/ sills are replaced but upper windows have
good looking wood sash
boarded first floor and second floor
cornice in need of some repair
sills have been replaced. only one sash remains in the
upper right window on the third floor
not completely falling apart--> should be fixed to
help secure safety of the two buildings on

1202
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1204
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

cornice detail has been covered over, not quite like
the ones on myrtle avenue but still replacedall of the
windows have been replaceddoor is in good integrity,
missing a door surround evident by ghost marksteps
look good

1206
Argyle
Ave

Ruins

1208
argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1210
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

roof collapse that is slowly bringing down the 3rd
floor
pulling away from next door
door is missing door surround and decoration
cornice is gone
roof is collapsed
door surround is missing
windows are boarded up , brick is in good condition.
looks as if a fire existed
boarded up front door
parapet and cornice look to be in good condition
painted brick to make uniform color
door surround looks to be in good condition
all windows and sash and lintels have been replaced

1212
argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

cornice is good and formstone looks as if it helped
protect it
windows have been replaced but sash and jams look
good
can’t see behind screen door but main door looks
good
the steps look good as well
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1203
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

missing door surround but probably due to getting
fixed
the windows are all replaced as are the sash and
window sills
cornice looks good and is continuation of 1201, but
not as good of condition as the corner unit
check occupation
cornice is good and has all pieces
door surround is all there and the door jamb looks
good
the upper window sash and jams look good
lintels replaced
2/2 windows. cellar windows are new replacements.
arches above windows are in
door surround replaced with a new one
overall building looks to be in good condition and
relates to the historic fabric of the neighborhood
windows have been replaced and the cornice is
continuous and not broken and in great condition. key
element
check occupation
door surround looks good. has the rest of the
formstone been removed? cornice great condition
all of the windows are replaced . cornice once again
continuation for the two houses at that level
steps great integrity and condition

1205
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1207
Argyle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1209
Argyle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1211
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

door surround has clearly been altered--> reverted
back?cornice is good and in good repairwindows are
classic 2/2 window sash is new as are the jams cellars
windows exist. looks good for being next to a vacant

1213
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1215
Argyle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

brick replacement on second floor
formstone door surround
cornice needs to be checked but overall looks to be in
ok condition
block lintels are good
windows are all replacements
sills look good
cornice in good condition
steps look to be original and in good condition
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1217
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1219
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1221
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1218
Argyle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1220
Argyle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1222
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1224
Argyle

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

broken stone lintel
windows are new, don’t fit into the opening as well
cornice is once again in great condition
cellar windows are proper
formstone door surround and fits the decoration of the
street
3rd floor brick is having issues
needs to be repointed
cornice looks good
has the formstone door surround that most of the
street has. lintels look good as do the steps. windows
have been replaced.
peeling paint
clearly has been adapted to suit its function. it is the
"carpenters house" has plaque on the exterior
cornice looks painted. more detail- historical detail or
later added?
cemented in openings on the first floor and cellar.
probably affecting the historic sash and fabric there
missing house next to it. cornice is missing parts that
have probably been lost
formstone is still intact except for where the cornice
is missing t
missing corner of cornice probably because of the
roof collapse from next door
0563
upper windows still there and possibly the sash
closed and boarded up probably for safety. door
transom has lost is decorative half circle light area
roof collapse which is causing degradation of
everything
door transom is removed
steps are not in good condition, could improve this
integrity with careful cleaning
window sash is all missing
possibly occupied
door is brand new and has no context for this type of
door
window sash is 9/1 on first floors which doesn’t make
sense
clearly repointed recently
cornice in complete repair
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1305
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1307
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1309
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1311
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1313
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1315
Argyle

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

roof is starting to come inside the building, missing
corner buildingparapet and cornice are collapsing but
look to be in good integrity door is missing
surroundwindows are missing all elements of
decoration that could be covered by the paint bio
growth
painted cornice in great repair and integrity just like 2
next door
window jams look good, various types of window
panes. lintels look good as well
bottom openings are in great form and integrity
steps are good and great condition
upper windows look new
jams and sash look good
most affected historic fabric portion is the door
surround but could be replaced
steps look good as well
cornice is good aligns well with grade change of the
street
no integrity
missing roof
steps are removed
nothing remains except for the facade it seems
0577
cornice details proper and in good repair
windows have been replaced but are a proper
replacement
door surround looks to be altered but not terrible
steps are good
paint on brick is failing
the bricks for the cellar before the belt course look in
need of
check occupation
missing buildings on the left hand side
looks to be in similar integrity with 1315 next door
neighbor
0577
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1329
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

boarded up
all decorative elements are there
formstone is in good condition except for falling off
around the cellar
steps in good condition
wood sash and window surround are good integrity
needs help
0580
missing door surround but overall good
cornice is missing a few elements
added decorative stars to the building
missing structures on its sides

1331
Argyle

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1401
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

for rent signcornice continuous across 2 remaining
structuresmissing part of the door surroundwindows
are all replacementssteps are good weird brick on the
3rd floor0587

1403
Argyle

Good

High
Integrit
y

1404
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1406
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

check occupation
cornice is good
brick fixes have occurred on the facade
door surround element is example of the street
sill and sash and window jams all look to be in good
integrity
cornice has been altered, much simpler
windows on first floor look to be skinner than any of
the windows on the block
the steps are made of brick not other stone
0593
check occupation- for sale at least
paint does not go all of the way up the building
cornice is missing some of the modillions
door surround is missing pieces
steps are in good condition
window jams and surrounds are the right size but
clearly modern r
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1408
Argyle

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

boarded up
can see light coming through the roof
windows are missing most of their jams
door is completely covered
cellar windows boarded
cornice is missing all of the modillion teeths

1410
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1412
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

boarded up windows except the one with glass still in
it
the modillions are missing but could be replaced
below the belt course is painted
steps are in good condition
the transom is still there but looks as if it is falling.
the window jam and lintels look
all boarded up
windows are not placed properly, filled in
cornice is good modillions
various paint colors / layers
0595

1414
Argyle

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1416
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1418
Argyle

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1420
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

boarded windows
cornice and parapet details look good even though
some modillions are missing
window sash and trim look good
formstone door surround looks good, and goes along
with this visual characteristic of the street
being held up with wood poles, along with the facade
of 1418all opening details look goodcornice is
missing some modillions but other elements are all
there and correspond with adjacent buildings
smoothlydoor decoration is painted formstone?
being aided by wood pieces like next door
formstone seems to be good
cornice only missing one modillion
window openings are proper size as are the window
sash and 2/2 consistently. can’t see the door because
covered by board
all windows are boarded except for 3rd floor which
has them all broken.
cornice/ parapet in good conditions and missing most
of the modillions
ghost mark of door surround detail
window sills look consistent for the architectural type
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1422
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1424
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1430
Argyle

Deterior
ated

1432
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1434
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1436
Argyle

Ruins

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1438
Argyle

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

missing decorative door surround
parapet and cornice are mostly intact
windows are open on second floor all others are
boarded up
steps are falling apart
not connected to building next door 1420
0598
cornice missing most modillions
door jams are there
bricks peeling and cracking
covered in greenery
part of the door surround is missing
steps are breaking
not even accessible to get inside
missing all decoration
steps are gone and paint is peeling
roof is gone
3rd floor is missing and the windows have been
cemented in
steps are missing a few
bricks are crumbling as is next door
0601
missing whole roof and the 3rd floor is gone
steps are missing
jack arch is there
lower bricks appear to be in good condition
sash is good, falling out on the 3rd floor
chimney looks as if it is about to collapse due to roof
next door falling
jams and sills look good
steps exist
paint helps show the cracks in between the bricks.
0602
not as good as next doorbricks have fallencornice has
just been paintedmissing most window jamsno door
just a board. steps exist!0602
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1440
Argyle

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

new screen door
new openings and replacement in the
cornice has been redone, does not match the
decorative level of the rest of the street/block. visible
working gutter!
steps exist
brick has been fixed in patches
0603
end of block 1301 clearly torn down
0456
brick is consistent but clearly new
cornice attempts to mimic older cornices
windows are all new

1303
Myrtle*

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1305
Myrtle*

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

missing its roof and front door surround
first floor is boarded up and the window panes have
been replaced on the second floor
steps look to be actual marble
0457

1307
Myrtle*

Ruins

1309
Myrtle*

Ruins

1311
Myrtle*

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

roof missing
window lintels look good and the sash wood could be
original
boarded windows
boarded up windows
missing door surround that s prevalent on this block-> ghost mark exists
brick looks good as do the stairs and the lintels
boarded first floor openings
white door surround still exists
lintels look good
window sash looks replaced but looks to be in kind

1313
Myrtle*

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1315
Myrtle*

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

missing surround
first floor windows have a shared overhang which is
unique for this block
windows and cornice work look to be good, needs a
little repair
double check occupation
formstone structure with bumped out door surround
cornice is in good condition and carries through the
design from the surrounding houses
steps look to be in good condition
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1317
Myrtle*

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

door surround stands out as a yellow one0463the door
is boarded over with a locked board and the window
glass has been replaced but cornice looks good and
the bricks and steps look to be in decent condition

1319
Myrtle*

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1205
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1207
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

check occupation
buildings 1321+ have been torn down which looks
like it has caused issues for the roof at the back of the
building 0496
but front of the building looks good and the
formstone door surround carries through the
decorative elements that are
first house on winter break survey- 0606
clearly lots of new interventions. the cornice isn't as
detailed as other parts of the neighborhood and the
steps are facing different way
only 2 bays instead of 3
0616
window lintels are better than the ones next door
large 2/2 windows- probably acceptable under
CHAP guidelines/ new screen door

1209
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1211
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1213
Division

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

new awning which takes away the integrity and new
tv dishes
double window on the first floor which is different
from the 1st two houses on the block
cornice is consistent across
window jams look to be ok
double window just like on 1209
cornice is continuous
steps are concrete not the typical marble
lintels are brick not
new door
0620
awning that extends from the door to the window
(single) on the first floor, unsure why this is double
and 1207 is only over the door
windows are consistent with the rest of the block
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1215
Division

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

window lintels consistent with one another on this
block
staining under some of the windows
another appearance of the double window on the first
floor, but very large division between the two
windows
roof line beginning to step down at these locations
062
one window on the first floor
windows look to be exactly like all the others
lack of ornate detail on this block in comparison to
others on Division and the other streets surveyed
0621

1217
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1219
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

corner building looks to have a little bit more damage
fro water on the cornice and parapet and under the
windowsbars on the windows on the first floor and
looks like cellar window are bricked inend of
beginning of division street0621

1231
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1233
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1235
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

past parking/ alley, continuation of the 1200s for
division
corner unit has the double window carried on from
the first houses
same consistent look as the other block, even with
alternating window treatments
0623
awning above the door which is different
windows on the upper floors are 6/6, first time this
happened on the block
cornice has water damage
steps consistent with the rest of the street
single window on first floor
6/6 windows throughout- first of this on this block
double window on the first floor
new door
last house of this specific type and form
0624

1237
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

house is for rent and clearly getting touched up
cellar window is barred over
looks to be the same form seen on argyle and myrtle
streets
cornice ornamentation is same bracket/Italianate
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design
windows have been redone and mortar looks like it
was repoint

1239
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

1301
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1303
Division
Street

Fair

1300
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1302
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y

only vacant house on this block, weird because it is a
corner unit
brick has been stuccoed over and really needs to be
fixed up
all aspects of the windows look to be original
the brackets on the cornice details are all in tact but
should be looks
corner unit that is only 2 floors with a rear addition,
not like many other corner units which are usually the
taller buildings
the brick is freshly painted red
the windows are new and there is an awning on above
the door
the stairs look to be replacement
another 2 story building
parapet makes it taller facade and side materials differ
all of the wood in the openings looks to be original,
windows are 2/2
although decorated it might be been done by the
neighbor because the rest of the house has broken
window
except for needing new paint the building looks to be
in great condition
ornamentation and door surround fits into the overall
fabric of the neighborhood seen elsewhere
cornice detail also has the modillions
brick and mortar consistent on the block
door surround freshly painted greencornice color
looks is lighter yellowthe steps looks good and the
window surrounds and sizes look good0629
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1304
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

blue painted door surround like 1302
continuation of yellow cornice details
windows consistent
cellar windows are definitely replacements
window AC units
new "screen “door
0631

1306
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1308
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1310
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1307
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1309
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

cornice continued and looks good
ornamentation consistent with the rest of the
neighborhood
cellar windows look good
windows consistent
0631
last house on this block that has the yellow on the
cornice
windows look good
the painted door surround looks good and the window
transom is stained glass, ornamentation that appears
throughout the neighborhood
0632
cornice is white but more detailed than the other
houses on the block
first floor windows are larger
the door surround has clearly been removed
and the window has been covered in
last 3 story row house before 2 story ones come in
cornice consistent with architectural features of the
neighborhood
all sash and windows and door surrounds look good
first floor has the windows boarded and the cellar
openings boarded
the door surround has the same ornamentation and the
steps look original
same cornice consistent from 1307
windows on first flor are definitely replaced but
maybe not on the upper stories
door surround looks like it was lowered but consistent
with other buildings
steps look good
0633
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1311
Division
Street

Ruins

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1313
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1312
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1314
Division
Street

Good

1316
Division
Street

Good

1318
Division
Street

Good

1320
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

1322
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

cornice looks good but has peeling and chipping paint
although glass is missing the sash and muntins look
good
windows boarded on 1st floor and center windows
steps looks original
needs repointing
0634
last house before a vacant church on this blockcornice
is consistent with next door buildingsbricks and
mortar look repointedlintels and window sash ook
goodfirst floor windows have a different type of
window 3 paneled unlike others on the street063

need to check dates of these structures
2 stories that are setback from the curb, not in line
with the row houses next it
cornice details fit into details of the neighborhood
and the windows on the second floor are very similar
to that of the row houses
same description as 1312
windows are 1 over 2 not 6/6 like the others
0638
all of the openings are boarded up

2/2 windows
exactly the same as 1312

screen door unlike the others
window AC unit
cornice and same details as previous houses on this
street
0639
the awning is missing some paint
and the door surround itself is in need of some repair
0640
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1324
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

screen door addition
back to the 6/1 windows
the awning looks to be in good repair as well

1326
Division
Street

Good

1328
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

boarded up first floor
steps could be original
upper floor sashes look to be original.
different shape and 3 stories, original shingles
unique architecture to this street
0643

1330
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1332
Division
Stret

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

boarded first floor
second story windows look original
ornate belt course under the window that runs through
all of the buildings
tri-part flat dormer window
0643
not boarded up like the others on this blockwindows
look to be replacementscornice detail looks freshly
paintedcurtains are all drawn0644

1334
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

all openings are boarded up
tri-part windows and 2nd floor sash looks good
shingles look good
2nd to last of this form

1336
Division
Street

Ruins

Modera
te
Integrit
y

first floor boarded up
2nd floor windows are broken, 3rd floor glass still
intact
this end of these houses is similar to the first one with
the triangle shaped brick for the roof

1338
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

boarded up
paint on bricks is failing
cornice looks good only one piece if missing
steps could be original
back to the architectural fabric of the other streets
0645

last one of this 2 story type
no screen door
and glass transom of the door
all 6/1 windows
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1340
Division
Street

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

roof is collapsing
windows are boarded up to the 2nd floor
cornice is in good condition
brick work looks good
clearly door surround was removed 0645

1342
Division
Street

Ruins

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1344
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

boarded first and second floors
windows 2/2 and look to be good sash
cornice is in good condition minus paint
the roof has openings and is coming down into the
structure
0646
door is boarded up
windows are barred
freshly painted brick
windows are 2/2 and the sash look replaced
cornice looks to be in good condition

1346
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

good condition
all ornate elements are there
the door surround is also there continuing the detail
from the rest of the neighborhood
0646

1348
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

looks to be a converted first floor to commercial use
and the upper two floors could still be lived in the
bricks look repointedonly one steplast even 13000646

1329
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1331
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

2 story structure, but not like the ones across the
street
the steps are painted brick
the cornice is painted green and the brick looks good
missing arch of the door surround
first floor window all replaced
0647
window boarded up
formstone is pealing
steps are brick and the wood door surround
cornice is missing a piece underneath but it is carried
through from the first building and through to the
next ones
0647
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1333
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

every opening is boarded up
stucco is peeling from the bricks
steps have been altered
the cornice detail is good

1335
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1337
Division
Street

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1339
Division
Street

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

all boarded up
cornice in good repair
door surround there
white brick peeling off like on 1333 only below water
table course
now 3 story structures
roof is collapsing and the window on the first floor is
large
some remaining window sash
0652
boarded up and the roof is coming in
no cornice or extra detail that would be expected
since the previous structures on this building
consistent brick

1341
Division
Street

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1408
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1410
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

firs floor openings are boarded up
other openings are just open
steps look ok and the brick is consistent with the
block
missing decorative elements
last house on the block
the cornice looks good and keeps with the overall
neighborhood Italianate stylethe above lintels are a
little of but they go with the 2 houses that it is
attachedbricks looks gooddoor surround
ornamentalscreen door newsteps are not original
same window overhangs
2/2 windows
cornice looks to be in good repair
all windows are likely replaced
formstone door surround for decoration
steps look good-- railings on both sides?
0661

270

1412
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

good cornice and window details matching with
attached buildings
door is a replacement and the door surround in
formstone
2/2 windows cellar windows are small
steps look to be cement even though probably
original design
little alley between it and 1414
06
cornice looks like that of the neighborhood
clearly fixed and altered at the same time as 1416
formstone surround and glass window transom
cellar window is bubble glass
window on first floor is very long and slender not the
same size as upper windows
066
same description as 1414 except for the screen door is
all metal and the transom is not 2 separated windows
the steps are also brick with cement on top of it?
0663

1414
Division
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1416
Division
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1418
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1420
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1422
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

potentially replaced lintels formstone door
surroundcornice is the same as the others and rises
with the steepness of Division streetwindows have all
been replaced brick discoloration possibly from
replacement0668

1424
Division

Good

Modera
te

same description as the houses before except for bars
o the first floor window and the cornice is painted

lots of alteration, looks like brick replacements have
occurred
the steps are rick
the windows are replaced and the door is very slender
whilst the first floor window is wider
cornice coincides with houses after it
door surround is painted white with the
door surround has the formstone decoration
window lintels look good
windows have definitely been replaced
the cornice continues the Italianate brackets
steps look to be cement
0665
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Street

Integrit
y

1426
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1428
Division
Street

Good

1430
Division
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1432
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1600
division
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1602
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y

white
new stucco on the brisk and all of the windows
replaced to 2/2
cornice is very dark which hides some of the
ornamentation
only house on this side stuccoed this light color
formstone around door
steps
0669 0670
all brick cornice with the Italianate design
no door surround decoration and the windows on the
first floor have been altered
all windows replaced door transom has very large
windows and the screen door is metal
brick looks freshly repointed and the cornice looks
good
the windows have been replaced and its now a 2 bay
house instead of 3
the steps look to redone not original
the cellar window is good
the transom is a 3 window like previous houses on
this block
looks like it could’ve been 3 bays at one time
the brick looks new
the door is very slender
windows are all clearly brand new
the window transom attempts to mimic others on the
row
steps looks semi good
0671
two remaining 3 story row houses at the end of
division street
lintels all look good as do the brick s and the cornice
looks good
steps are brick which means they are probably
replaced
windows are all new replacements
same description as 1600 division
except the stairs are a different type of stone
and the does not have a screen door
0675
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1604
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1606
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1608
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1610
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1612
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1614
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

double check occupancy
stucco is coming off of the bricks on the lower levels
and stairs are painted brick
all of the openings are replacements
the cornice work is lower-scale Italianate- might have
to do with the smaller and less prominent status
first floor windows are boarded up3 stories and the
steps look goodformstone is in good repair as is the
cornice which is only missing the horizontal wooden
barwindows look like all replacements0677

3 story brick structure
door surround is an attempt at the decorative element
seen elsewhere
windows have all been replaced and the first floor
ones have replacement bottom sash and lintels of a
grey color
the cornice is good and not missing any element
looks to have original sash in all of the openings and
the door surround
steps are not marble but look to be original stone
cornice detail is in good repair
can see that a door decoration was once there but not
there any longer
widows are replaced but look to be replaced in kind
an attempt to keep the detail around the door was
made
the cornice has had some replacing in the middle but
not so much that it detracts from the overall look and
feel
0679
all of the openings before the second floor have been
boarded up
the other openings look to be in need of repair but
could be original with the wood
the cornice needs some attention but in good look
with the architectural fabric
steps look to be original
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1616
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1618
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1620
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1622
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1624
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1626
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

although vacant much fabric still remains
the steps are there and the upper sash and the
windows on 3rd floor and the cornice (needs some
attention though)
the windows are broken on the second floor and there
are ghost marks of where an ornamental surroound
3 story brick structure- first floor openings are
boarded up
the bricks look to be in good repair and the upper
windows are all broken but the trim and wood are
probably original
the cornice follows the architectural design of the
neighborhood although i
steps are broken and the 2nd floor windows are
broken
the 3rd floor windows look to be replaced with the
center windows being total replacements
the first floor openings are boarded up
the cornice is in great condition
the building is formstone
0681
cornice is the only part in moderate condition because
all of the other pieces seem to have been replaced or
fixed recentlythe steps are in good conditionall of the
windows are new especially based on looking at the
surrounding buildings0682
3 story formstone
good repair and carries the cornice from the
surrounding buildings
the windows likely replaced on the first floor but look
in-kind
the steps are probably original
0683
looks like the formstone underneath was painted to
mimic brick which is interesting
the steps look good as do the windows and the
cornice
the brackets are longer than others but align well with
1624
0683
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1628
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

check occupation
stucco brick 3 story brick
cornice is in good condition and the windows are 2/2
steps look good
the door is not as decorated as the others are

1630
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1632
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

looks to be repaired and the ornamental surround was
removed
rectangle transom window and the steps look good
cornice keeps with the architectural fabric of the
neighborhood
0685
Thurgood Marshall's house so has a plaque
looks to have been altered at all openings
probably to save it rather than keep form
looks semi-in kind
the cornice details are in good repair
0686

1634
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1637
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y
Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1635
Division
Street

1633
Division
Street

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

last unit on this block
looks to be in good condition, steps less clean that
1632 but the brick looks good and cared for
lack of detail around door is made up for in the detail
of the cornice
windows look new but look to try and keep the of
lintels and
1639 does not exist so this is now the end building
clearly brick replacements have occurred
just a plain fixed job to make it livable and the steps
look good
cornice is good for this neighborhood
bricks could be replacements
first floor windows are 6/6 which is not typical for
this area
the door has the glass transom
the steps look good
upper part of the face is down and the cornice is in
tactthis could be an example of why the two previous
houses look the way they do- redoing the facade to
make them livable and keeping whatever can be
saved- steps cornice
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1631
Division
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1629
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1627
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1625
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1623
Division
Street

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1621
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1619 1/2
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

this has clearly been converted to apartments (3
mailboxes) which alters its historic function
the brick is stuccoed in white
the door transom is the first of its kind but not alone
on the street
windows are 2/2 and the bottom ones are boarded up
the co
this house has clearly been recently fixed uphopefully a trend for the neighborhood
the door surround architrave matches the levels under
the windows-- clearly an attempt at trying to shorten
the window heights to match the other floors
the cornice loo
cornice needs to be cleaned but similar to the house
next to it
window proportions are correct
door is small and missing some detail
steps are in good repair
stuccoed brick
house looks like it is ready to live it but not because
the windows are covered up on the inside
the bricks look to have been treated recently
the cornice is in good condition minus the lower
horizontal arc
the door is missing some detail but has more of
looks like it is slowly being fixed- the windows all
look new whilst the lintels and jams look to be older
the cornice is in need of repair but holds the character
of the street
the door has the glass transom and wooden frame
door, second window on 1st f
all boarded up which seems to be protecting the
historic fabric of the windows
the formstone looks good
and the cornice is in good condition
the steps are in good condition
0702
the formstone is different than what is characteristic
of the neighborhood
the cornice is continuous from the other building
the steps are marble
windows are good proportions only 2 floors
0702
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1619
Division
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

all openings are boardedthe style of this is like the
random block with triangle dormer type windowthe
brick looks good same with the stepsdetails are
consistent with neighborhood0707

1617
Division
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

not boarded up like the other house
there is an awning over the door
the windows are 2/2 and look to be in the right size
0707

1615
Division
Street

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1613
Division
Street

Good

1611
Division
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1609
Division
Street

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1607
Division
Street

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y

last of this design on this section
the first floor windows and doors have been alteredthe door is now a split double door
the windows have been altered to be more consistent
size
looks very cared for and the steps are marble
looks to be converted apartments has the double
window on the first floor like the houses next door
but it’s a 2 bay 3 story house without the dormer
window
ornate door surround
looks like it was fixed up with combination of styles
from the street- window
stuccoed brick
same double window on the first floor
the plant feeders sort of detract from integrity cuz
cover the lintels
windows are new but the window surround look good
steps are marble again
0712
clearly been redone but in-kind an looks good
marble steps look good
cornice and door surround details all are perfect in
order with the fabric of the neighborhood
0713
part of the cornice is falling apart
the door surround has pulled away from the wall
the double window on the first floor is partially
boarded up and the windows have been shortened to
match the rest of the building
looks like the windows have been fixed
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1201
Etting
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1203
Etting
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1205
Etting
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1207
Etting
Street

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1209
Etting
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1211
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

double window on the first floor like on Division
street
formstone 3 stories
not as ornate as the others- maybe because across
from a street? cornice in need of repair
2/2 windows look to have of wood surround
double window transom
0714
stuccoed brickdouble window one first floorwindows
look to be original and decoration around door is
ornamental of the streetcornice is a bit more plain
than others but in better shape than 12010714 0716

the brick looks good and the cornice is in good repair
and painted yellow
the windows appear to be in good repair however the
sashes look new
the first floor double window looks to have replaced
sash too
0718 0719
stuccoed brick with windows of the same style
the first story double window has a split unlike the
other window
all of the masonry lintels look good and the windows
are proper 2/2
0721
cornice is the only place that is missing some dentils
stuccoed brick is in good repair and the windows are
all in good repair and replaced in-kind
all lintels and architraves look good
0721 0722
looks like the buildings located in a similar place on
division street
lack of ornamentation but structurally sound
2nd floor has 6/6 windows whilst the rest of 2/2
lack of cornice
0724
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1213
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1215
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1217
Etting
Street

Good

1219
Etting
Street

Good

1221
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1223
Etting
Street

Good

1225
Etting
Street

Good

1227
Etting
Street

Good

1229
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

same as previous, probably all built quickly at the
same time
all of the windows are 2/2 no 6/6
attempt at keeping integrity of historic fabric but the
lack of detail stands out
0724
same as 1213 etting street except that it has a double
window on the first floor- maybe a hint at trying to
incorporate elements from buildings around it but to
make it stand out a little bit more
also makes all the window panes the same size
0725
same as others and once again back to the single
window on the first floor
the first floor continues to have bars on the windows
like the other houses like this
double window on the first floor that is not barred
same look and feel as the others
0727
back to the barred double window plant feeder
attached to the lintel on the first floor which could
cause problems eventually but makes it unique for
these houses
0727
window is barred but single on the first floor
same description as all of the others and now flower
pot
0730
same description as all of the others except that there
is an awning over the doorthinner bars on the first
floor window
similar to 1225 with the awning except that it is a
double window on the first floor with bars only half
way up the window
carbon copy of the other buildings except that the
first floor has one single window and no awning over
the door
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1231
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

double window on the first floor with no bars
screen metal door in front of the floor
0731

1233
Etting
Street

Good

1238
Etting
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1234
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1230
Etting
Street

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1228
Etting
Street

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1220
Etting
Street

Fair

last one on this block
all of the windows look to have original wood around
them
the door looks un-ornate for the neighborhood and the
first floor has a double window like the houses across
the street
0735
low- cornice is good
the weatherboard siding does not go with the
neighborhood but probably is good for the
deteriorating bricks underneath
attempt and creating a door surround
0735
1232 no longer stands
windows are all 2/2 and look to have consistency
throughout
the cornice goes across 1228 and 1230 and is in good
repair
first floor window is barred and boarded up
stucco 3 story building
steps look new
0738
most inaccurate parts of the changes in the types of
windows 1/1 to 4/4 and 2/2
stucco brick
cornice in great condition and looks cared floor
looks as if window panels have been changed but
have not affected the jams
door has surround with transom window
looks like the houses across the street however there
is more water damage on these structures
double window barred
0741

Low/
No
Integrit
y

last building on this block
double window with bars
same elements as all of the others
0731
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1218
Etting
Street

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

single window on the first floor
but same look as the buildings across the street
0741

1216
Etting
Street

Good

1214
Etting
Stret

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y
Modera
te
Integrit
y

single window but looks the same as the previous
buildings
0743

1212
Etting
Street

Good

1630
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1628
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1626
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1624
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

some water damagedouble barred window on the first
floorthe water table is stones unlike the other
buildings which is cement0743

first one of this type then church buildings for the rest
of the street
0743 0745
last building on this block, telltale sign of building
torn down next to it
cornice in good repair and continuous through all
neighboring buildings
windows are classic 2/2
and bricks are all solid color
the door surround is missing as apparent by ghost
looks like 1630 all details align
including the missing door surround and the double
slender windows with ornate glass in the first floor
windows
0754
no longer residential used for bible study group
the door surround is formstone and the brick is
stuccoed the windows are boarded up probably to aid
its new function
the upper floor windows are majority 1/1 but 2 are
2/1 and the sash looks to be wood
co
brick is stuccoed over
the door is a round window and steps are marble
all of the windows are 1/1 as expected and the cornice
is all intact including the lower horizontal bar
the cellar windows are glass
0758
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1622
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1620
Druid Hill

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1618
Druid Hill

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1616
Druid Hill

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1608
Druid Hill

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1606
Druid Hill

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y
Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1604
Druid Hill

some original sash but the white replacement
windows are obvious
the cornice is in good condition
the cellar windows are bricked in- similar treatment
to the end of the block
the door is missing a decorative element
0758
door surround is missing and the brick looks good
and stable
the window panes have all been replaced but the
surround look good even though obvious
steps are marble
0761
minus a missing door surround
windows have been replaced but do not interrupt the
historic jam
the cornice has been painted brown but does not
hinder the ornate detail
the steps are marble
0761
3 bay 3 story stucco bricklintels and openings are all
in good conditionthe cornice is high style detail
expected of the neighborhoodmarble steps 0761

1610 does not exist- probably taken down for the
parking lot for the YMCA
the door is ornamental as expected and has the
Italianate brackets expected from the cornice details
as ell
although the windows are replaced it does not detract
from the overall f
same description as 1608 probably multi-unit as well
0765
same treatment of windows
same exact description as 1696 all windows are the
same
marble staircase 0768
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1602
Druid Hill

Good

High
Integrit
y

1600
Druid Hill

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1621
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1623
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1625
Druid Hill
ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1627
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1629
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y
Low/
No
Integrit
y

same door surround as the others but the front door is
missing
more of an inset entry way
window panes have been replaced but the but the trim
and jams look to be more accurate that the other ones
on the street
the cornice is in good repair
0768
first floor is a converted to a store
upper blood windows are proper 1/1 wood jams that
look good cornice is in good shape and treatment
0768
part of the YMCA that takes over the rest of the block
steps are great
the details in the cornice are in great repair
the door surround and trim are in good condition and
match the fabric of the neighborhood- the door is a
split door
the windows are all
looks like the buildings across the street of druid hill
the cellars are bricked in
the windows on the first floor have geometric patternadd to ornate elements
0779
minus the bricked in cellar the windows look good
unlike the glass panes
the cornice is in good repair and continuous
the window jams look good
0779
same description as buildings leading up to this with
the shared cornice

building is a converted office building that does not
have try integrity
clearly an attempt has been made to try and tie it into
the neighborhood but the first floor bay window is
4/4 5 times
the upper floors have double windows that are a
single panels
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1533
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

3 story brick unitwith a ramp- ADA accessible but
still in good integritythe windows have been
replacedbut the ornate nature of the door and the
parapet and cornice are perfect for the
neighborhood0787

1531
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1529
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

check occupation
unique for this street with the windows becoming a
slight circle
painted brick
the cornice is Italianate but made out of the masonry
not wood carried through the other buildings
windows 1/1 and accurate
marble steps 0787
transom is a stained glass
same round exterior wall
and marble steps and painted brick
0790

1527
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1525
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1523
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1521
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

High
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y

windows are still wood which is great
marble steps
painted brick which is peeling more than the houses
around it
0790
same description as previous buildings- all the same
ornamentation
the windows look to have new inserts but the
surrounds look to go along with the fabric of the other
building
0790 0791
the entry door is a split door but is painted- high style
last one of the circle walls
steps are in good condition
0793
the window replacements on the 2nd floor
some water damage
bars on the first floor lender windows and cellar
windows
door architrave matches the rest on the block as does
the cornice
0793
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1519
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

1517
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1515
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1513
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1511
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1509
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1507
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1505
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

High
Integrit
y

metal bars on the first floor windows
cornice is missing paint on the wood
window jams and panes look like they fit in well
0793
window panes have been replaced but retains the 1/1
cellar windows are intact
bars on the lower windows
2 mailboxes so probably 2apartments but
architectural fabric looks good
0796
same design as 1517 except for a split door and the
window glass looks off on the second floorsteps are
marble0796
minus a little chipping pant on the cornice the
building is in great repair
including the steps and all of the ornamental elements
steps marble
0796
except for the bars 1511 is in good condition and
historic fabric is continuous
all of the decoration can be seen that is found
throughout the street
0803
some peeling paint at the cornice detail
curved wall with stone lintels and now there is a brick
jack arch that is not stone
marble bricks are here
0803
same description as1509 druid hill
wood door and bars on the lower windows
cornice line painted black
0803
same description as the two previous ones except the
brick is stucco
and metal screen door
0805
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1503
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

cornice is in disrepair and the arches above the first
floor curved windows look to be altered
some paint is chipping
stairs not a clean as the neighbors
0805

1501
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

looks to be converted to 3 apartments
various colors of paint and failing paint is lighter
purple
the parapet is painted red as this building has an extra
story, probably because iti is the last one
the transom is wood not glass- probably a rental unit

1512
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

check occupation
chipping red stucco around
marble steps are original
cornice in good repair
windows are also in-kind
the one cellar door/window is boarded
0810

1516
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

cellar windows are bricked overand 1514 does not
existcornice gas 3 bracketslooks like the bricks were
painted at one pointmarble steps0813

1518
Druid hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

part of new cornice has fallen off
new door transom is not found so far on the street but
found elsewhere, makes it more of an entry way
steps are marble
some water damage
0813

1520
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

painted formstone it seems
treatment to the windows is not what one would
expect for the neighborhood
the door surround is not as ornate
but the cornice is highly ornate
0817
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1522
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

window surrounds are new and the paint makes a
dramatic contrast not seen elsewhere
the paint on the bricks looks to be well-kempt and all
of the details of the building are matched together
the steps are marble
0817

1526
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1524 does not exist
1526 is missing more paint than 1522 but likely
owned by the same owners based on the color scheme
the windows and sashes fit more into the overall
fabric of the neighborhood and street
the dark painted cornice is having issues where

1528
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1530
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

missing steps but the upper floors have more integrity
lots of water damage
stepped back from the street farther that the rest of the
buildings on the street
0822
same description as next door but the lintels are more
there and the windows are more boarded up
the cornice continues from the other building
0822

1532
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

unique because it has a full on porch, could be been
added later but sash look original
the cornice details look good and Italianate
stucco brick
0823

1534
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

same description as 1532 but the porch roof looks
more Italianate and under more stress/ worse
conditionsthe rest of the building is fine cornice
painted black0823

1432
Druid Hill
Ave

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

clearly vacant with red x on the door
nothing really remains except for pieces of the door
surround and the steps are collapses
can see the unpainted brick where the door ornament
is pulling off
all of the openings are boarded or cinderblocked in
0825
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1430
Druid Hill
Ave

Ruins

Low/
No
Integrit
y

same description as 1432
one window remains on the 3rd floor
cornice detail is not really discernable
steps are collapsed as well
0825

1428
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1426
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1420
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1414
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

even though the roof is having issues and the door
surround is missing the structure has lots historic
fabric remaining
the cornice is in good repair needs to be painted and
replace some modillions
lintels are good
0828
brick is in good repair and the steps need to be fixed
up
same description as 1428
1424 has been taken down
0828
except for the first floor which has been altered for its
new function as a church building the building is in
good fabric
the cornice and parapet need to be repainted but it
good condition
as are the stairs
all Italianate elements
windows have been alter
check occupation
interesting set back 3 story building- no front door?
all windows and clearly has been recently painted
the Italianate cornice is carried through

1412
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

1410
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Low/
No
Integrit
y
High
Integrit
y

same description as 1414 except missing windows
and boarded up and the stucco is peeling away
0834
0834
back to the regular to the curb
first floor boarded and cinderblocked
the openings look to be original and could be saved or
replaced in kind the cornice is in god repair
it is a standalone building clearly 1408 is missing
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1402
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

1408-1404 are torn downthe building is a 3 story 3
bay Italianate building original sash on the upper
floors boarded up on first and 2nd floors0839

1400
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1401
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1403
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

1405
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

last unit on this block
the first floor is now a market- unsure if it is
operational
the second two floors are residential and look to be in
good repair and classic 2/2 windows and the sash and
jams look good
the cornice could use to be painted and modillions
check occupation
brick 3 story and 2 bays
end of the block
windows and all openings are in good condition- the
window above the door on the second floor looks to
be original and the others mimic it
the door surround and cornice stick with Italianate
arch
the facade is intact however the interior is nonexistent and no roof- removing a tree on day of
survey 0841
all Italianate arch elements exist- city involved in
fixing it and the steps are in good repair
0845
for rent
the steps are not marble but brownstone which has
been seen on Druid hill ave before
the building is for rent
the windows, except for the first floor are in keeping
with the character of the neighborhood
Italianate design
the one cellar window has

1407
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

no glass in the 3rd story windows which will lead to
deterioration but the building is very intact otherwise
cornice is in good condition- only place where the
paint is peeling off
the marble steps are intact and steel decorative grate
over cellar window
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1409
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1411
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1413
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1415
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1417
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y
Fair
Low/
No
Integrit
y

1419
Druid Hill
Ave

not as ornate as its neighbors, only a slight bracketed
cornice and no parapet to make it the same height as
the buildings next to it
windows are proper 2/2
paint is different color on first floor- could be old
paint or new paint not finished yet
0848
building is for salehistoric fabric is carried through
the whole structure all of the Italianate and the
windows are 2/2 in good conditionboarded cellar
windowssteps are marble048 0849

looks to be converted 3 apartments based on the
mailboxes
the steps are interesting and the building is stuccoed
and the brick ornamentation is a little out of place for
this block
2/2 windows and first story has been replaced some
stucco missing- to show t
same as the 2 little buildings across the street the
entrances are on the side of the structure and the
buildings are set back
the cornice work is great
very interesting compared to the deteriorated ones
across the street
0850
2 stories 3 floors
same description as 1415
same set back
0850
the windows on the front have been shortened to be
the same size as the others
the architraves are larger but the ornamentation is
consistent with the decoration on the neighboring
buildings
looks as if the buildings upper floors have been added
again back
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1421
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1423
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1425
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

1344
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1342
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1340
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

missing ornamentation above windows on first floor
but windows are the right sized, except 6/6 windows
all through the structure
various brick colors from first floor to second/3rd
shows same issue of possible rebuild?
0851
boarded first floor
however all of the windows and the architectural
elements are historically accurate and Italianate
6/1 windows and 1/1 on 3rd floor with wood sash and
trip
cornice is in good repair
6/6 on 2nd floor, some new surround
6/6 on one window
check occupation
all 6/6 windows
all cornice details in good repair
formstone over the brick
door has original shudders on the size and marble
steps and wood trim is all accurate and muntins only
one cellar window is boarded up
0855
cornice building that is painted brickhas the circular
bay window and 3 windows on them and a porch on
the 3rd storyslate roofmarble steps- very ornate queen
anne/ Italianate style0862
bay window that is geometric not circular and very
high architectural style
marble steps and little window on the 3rd floor
0862
all cellar windows are in tact
all of the integrity is there 1/1 windows and double
window on the 3rd floor
3 windows on the 2nd
1st floor has the door with one little pop out that
extends the same length as the others
marble steps
0862
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1338
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

bay window on the second floor
ornate cornice and parapet work no longer the slate
front roof withthe triangle in the center
but brick is ingood condition and great detail
split front foor
marble steps
0868 0869

1336
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1334
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1332
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1330
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

1328
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

High
Integrit
y

windows are not 1/1 but 6/6 even on the narrow 2nd
floor bay
the cornice has staining as does the cornice on the
second floor
the door does not have a transom anymore and is
filled in with wood
0869
has the 2 story bay octagonal window like 1338
the glass about the first floor windows is not there
the cornice is now flatter moving to the next
buildings
split double entry door
the center cellar window is boarded from the inside
0869
has the octagonal 2 story bay window but the second
floor is a porch with the brackets of queen anne style
painted brick and the split double door is the style for
this block
marble steps
little dentil cornice and parapet work
0870 0871
the protrusion for this one is 2 story the double split
door
the bricks are in good repair
looks like the cornice has had some work done where
the bricks are and the parapet looks good
1/1 windows
0871
VACANT TO VALUE SIGN!2 story bay window
looked like it existed at a time but now 1 storypainted
brickalthough deteriorated the window sash and trip
are good and historic 11the cellar windows are
boarded open but allow the elements to access the
basemen
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1326
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1324
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1322
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

1320
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1318
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1314
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

all levels boarded but looks like it does not have the
trim that remains like in 1326
rounded 2 story protrusion
and marble steps that are in need of repair cornice and
parapet good integrity and architectural style
0873
2nd floor bay window
window above the door has been altered to be very
tiny- but 1/1 windows throughout
the first floor windows are arched glass too
marble steps
cornice work is in good repair
door is single not split
0875
2nd story bay window- all 2/2
all cornice and parapet details exist
split entry door
windows carry on historic fabric- broken sash on 3rd
floor
for sale sign in the window
all of the windows and sash are 1/1 and look to be in
great condition
needs attention to the brick under 2story bay
octagonal windows
peeling paint and shingle roofs
boarded cellar windows marble steps
0877 0878
office space for the leasing office
awning and inset entryway isn’t quite historically
accurate but at least its occupied and cared for
the cellar windows are bricked in which likely is for
useable office space
first floor just out square with slender window
upper floors have chipping paint
all of the windows and sash have been replaced m
2 story bay circular protrusion
paint helps create the ornamental feel
steps in good repair
last house before church
0881
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1311
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

2/2 windows- first house after abandoned apartment
building brick building 3 storieslooks a lot like
federal hill housesstar tie rodsornate parapet and
cornicesteps down to the cellarfirst repair on the
street?0893

1309
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

marble steps
formstone on top of brick
cellar window boarded
windows have all been replaced with new windows
cornice and parapet in good repair

1307
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

1305
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Low/
t
No
Integrit
y

1303
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1239
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

facade looks good but the roof is caving in- visible
holes
the windows are all new
steps are old marble
cellar windows are boarded
cornice is chipping but looks good
0893
brick and proportions are all there
but steps are new all of the windows have been
replaced
cornice is not as ornate as excepted
tv dish attached
low
0895
last building on the block
yellow formstone
marble steps
all of the window sash and trip and transom look like
proper wooden 1/1 sash
double window on the first floor
cellar window is not boarded over
parapet/cornice detail is expected
boarded up 3 story 3 bay brick structure
looks as if the first floor is a converted store but
carries the Italianate brackets above the windows
looks like a marble base- important
the cornice/ parapet is falling but can be fixed
0896

Modera
te
Integrit
y

Modera
te
Integrit
y
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1237
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

High
Integrit
y

split double doorone panel of boarded glass one first
floorcould be missing a window instead of 3 bays like
first floor not 2 baysbut windows 1/1 and sash is good
and the cornice and parapet has great dentils- need
some paint marble steps0896

1235
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

looks like 2 different people live there
steps are not bricks
all windows are replaced
random peeling paint especially under the belt course
door looks to fit into old opening even though it is
much smaller than the surrounding buildings
0897 0898

1233
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

door surround proper size
all of the windows are 1/1
slight piece of cornice falling off
the one cellar window is now an entry way
marble steps
0897 0898

1232
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

1230
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

legislation pending for this to become a landmark
"The George w king/ Abraham briscoe house".
All of the openings are boarded up but still has all
elements needed to make it strong integrity
steps are starting to move- old marble corner unit and
the cornice
check occupation
brick in good condition
all the windows are 1/1 and cornice in good repair
and matched building next door
transom and door has a little pediment so queen
Anne and Italianate style and split door
marble steps
0902

Modera
te
Integrit
y
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1228
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1226
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1224
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1222
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1220
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

Low/
No
Integrit
y

missing door surround
windows have been replaced/ lack or detail from
1330 next to it
the cellar windows re bricked in
door entryway is set in
marble steps and cornice is in good repair
0903
same description as 1228 except the transom is glass
and not setback
the marble steps are there and the brick is painted
missing some omental detail
1/1 windows but the trim and jams look like they are
potentially original
0906
entry way set backstucco brick that is browncellar
windows are covered loosk to be converted
apartmentwindows have been replaced but cornice
and door surround are in good architectural
stylemarble staircase 0906

currently being repaired and worked on
windows on the upper floors look like original sash
and surround
lintels are good
door surround circular and good for the style of the
neighborhood
stuccoed brick
Italianate cornice and parapet
0909
all openings are boarded up but details are still there
3 bay 3 story buildings
low- likely all windows and trim will be replaced
steps are in goo d condition and marble
need to be repainted
0909
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1218
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Low/
No
Integrit
y

1216
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1214
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1212
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen Modera
t
te
Integrit
y

1210
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1208
Druid Hill
Ave

Deterior
ated

Modera
te
Integrit
y

all openings except for the door have been replaced
no ornamental door surround
cellar windows are boarded
1/1 windows
painted Italianate cornice
marble steps
0911
1/1 windows
painted brick and the details expected from the fabric
of the neighborhood
all proportions are right and the window surround
look to be god and lintels proportionally correct
0911
"Laura's Loft" apartment building that is good repair
and has all original details and 1/1 windows
even glass in the Cellar windows 1/1
marble steps
addition of fire-escape undermines some of the
integrity
0912 0913
looks like a continuation of laura's loft- fire-escape
goes to both buildings6/6 windows same entry
wayone of the cellar windows has the little escape
root thing- maybe used to load up things0914

except for glass all of the materials are there
the boards are on the upper floors inside so to protect
the trim
cornice is in need of painting
marble steps
painted brick
0915
boarded up and some windows are 2/2
all of the paint is peeling
the cornice looks to be altered or missing some
decorative elements
same door surround and colors as the buildings
connected to it
marble steps
0915
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1206
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

Modera
te
Integrit
y

1204
Druid Hill
Ave

Excellen High
t
Integrit
y

1202
Druid Hill
Ave

Fair

High
Integrit
y

1200
Druid Hill
Ave

Good

Modera
te
Integrit
y

first floor looks like it was converted to a shop like
the other buildings till dolphin street
the windows look replaced but 2/1 on the 3rd floor
and follow the guidelines and architectural style of
the others
2nd floor windows are a bit larger with mode
at least the tore looks occupied
all of the windows replacement look to be better than
1206 next door
brick not painted
marble steps and surround
the cornice is freshly painted and follow the look of
the 2 houses previous
0918
4/4 windows- all look to have original sash even
though the glass is starting to fall out on the 2nd floor
the cornice has all parts intact and has the wooden bar
across
the door is a split door with a wooden awning
attached with brackets marble steps
last unit before dolphin- check occupation
painted blue cornice
Italianate detail in it and the scroll work on the door
surround
metal skeleton from an awning that has been removed
added vents under the 2nd and 3rd floor center
windows
window surrounds
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